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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atmospheric freeze drying (AFD) is the lyophilization of a product at atmospheric
pressure conditions and temperatures ranging generally between -15 and -5 ◦C (avoid-
ing, thereby, ice melting). As the quality of the obtained dried products is quite
similar to the quality of products dried by vacuum freeze drying (VFD), but with-
out the need of generating vacuum, maintaining temperatures around -50 ◦Cin the
condenser, or defrosting it, this technique is gaining a special attention by numerous
investigators and the food industry.
There are several ways to carry out AFD, such as the use of a fluidized bed
or a tunnel conveyor. Nevertheless, AFD involves considerably longer drying times
than VFD, and the process must be modified in some way in order to shorten them
without loss of product quality at the same time. One way of accomplishment of
this is the fluidization of the product in a fluidized bed and removal of air moisture
by means of a heat pump. However, additional energy supply is required by the
heat pump compressor.
The use of an adsorbent material compatible with the food product (i.e., not toxic
for human consumption), could constitute an alternative for using a heat pump or
other extra energy supplies. In particular, wheat bran is an interesting material to
be applied as adsorbent in this process; this adsorbent is not only compatible with
foodstuff, but also, since it is a by product of the cereal processing industry, it is
cheap and can be easily discarded (and reused, for example, in compost) without
recovering it by means of a thermal treatment.
Nevertheless, wheat bran is a pseudo-cohesive material (i.e., it behaves like a
cohesive material in fluidization, but is a Geldart B type according to its diameter
and density), forming channels and preferential air paths during fluidization. In
addition, when two different materials are fluidized in a fluidized bed, the mixture
may undergo segregation, causing a poor contact between the adsorbent and the
food particles. Thus, instead of using a traditional fluidized bed, a spout-fluid bed
(jet-spouted bed, an apparatus similar to the spouted bed, with lateral air injectors
1
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beside the main jet) may be utilized, and thereby controlling the channel formation
and enhancing mixing at the same time.
On the other hand, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a technique which,
by means of numerical methods and algorithms, allows the computational simulation
of fluid flow of a given physical system in a numerical grid. Various investigators have
been working on the application of CFD models for simulating AFD in fluidized bed.
However, in general, they simulated a single piece of foodstuff, but not the complete
system with air, food material, and adsorbent (when it is applied).
Some of the main potentials of the CFD simulation are the possibility of testing
new equipments without resorting large experiments, detailed analysis of the flow
field and mass and heat transfer, or better description of a multi-phase system (as in
the case of AFD with adsorbent). Nonetheless, conveniently refined numerical grids
should be used if accurate results are wanted, beside the implementation of specific
models for certain mass and heat transfer processes (like exchange between air and
foodstuff particles), or the simulation of the behaviour of a pseudo-cohesive solid (as
wheat bran). Moreover, the computational times for the simulation of a two-phase
system in an enough refined grid using a small time step are currently in the order
of hours for each real-time second. Hence, since the duration of the atmospheric
lyophilization of a food product extends for many hours, the CFD simulation of this
process considering the whole fluidized bed becomes prohibitive unless a multi-scale
approach (as the one applied by Rasetto et al. (2010) for VFD) is considered for.
The main scope of this doctorate work was to simulate atmospheric freeze drying
(AFD) of food with use of adsorbent by applying computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), and validate the CFD model with experiments.
Due to its previously mentioned characteristics, non-food wheat bran was pro-
posed as adsorbent (instead of an inorganic adsorbent material like zeolites, or re-
fined organic material as semolina), resulting in segregation. Consequently, part of
this work was focused on the investigation of this phenomenon.
Main scopes
The general objectives of the present thesis are to determine the hydrodynamic
conditions under which AFD in adsorbent fluidized bed is feasible, and to obtain a
first approach to a CFD model of the process. To reach these scopes it is necessary
to work in the experimental as well as in the theoretical fields. Thus, the particular
objectives from the experimental point of view are the following:
• To obtain the physical properties of the food materials involved (such as den-
sity, geometric characteristics, etc).
• To study the hydrodynamics of the process in a fluidized bed as well as in
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a spout-fluid bed. For this purpose, the conditions at the initial, intermedi-
ate, and final stages of the process will be physically simulated (employing
fresh, partially lyophilized and completely lyophilized food), and the effect of
different operating variables on mixing will be evaluated. More specifically,
experiments of fluidization of binary mixtures (composed of wheat bran and
foodstuff) at different air velocities, applying different product to adsorbent
ratios, utilizing diversely shaped food particles will be carried out. In addition,
in order to measure the mixing level quantitatively, segregation indexes will
be applied.
On the other hand, the objectives from the theoretical point of view are:
• To assess the type of geometry to be used (2D/3D) in CFD simulations, and
obtain a general rule of thumb allowing the generation of the different grids
to be used for simulating different fluidized beds.
• To evaluate the possibility of simulation by means of a CFD code of the AFD
process by immersion in adsorbent medium in a fluidized bed. For this ob-
jective, the evaluation of the available models for momentum, heat, and mass
exchange, and the determination of those that show the best agreement with
experimental results is intended as a first step.
Thus, the thesis will be structured in four main parts: I. Theory and funda-
mentals, II. Materials and methods, III. Results and discussions, and IV. General
conclusions.
Part I will present general theoretical concepts and fundamentals for the whole
work, whereas in the part II the procedure will be written separately in two chapters;
one for description of experiments, and the other one for describing the computa-
tional aspects. In part III, however, the results will be divided in different chapters
according to the aspects studied in each one, presenting a particular conclusion of
the chapter at the end. Finally, the general conclusion of the thesis will be written
in a more general way covering the entire work.
3
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Part I
Theory and fundamentals
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Chapter 2
The Freeze Drying
Lyophilization (or freeze-drying) is a process where previously frozen material is
dried by means of ice sublimation at low temperature. Normally, it consists of
a primary drying where frozen water is removed, and a secondary drying where
remaining bounded water is evaporated. Basically, this process can be performed
either at atmospheric pressure (atmospheric freeze drying, AFD), or under vacuum
(vacuum freeze drying, VFD), and it might be combined with the application of
microwaves (Eikevik et al., 2012), ultrasound (Bantle and Eikevik, 2011), and other
methods to enhance and/or accelerate drying. Figure 2.1 schematically represents
some of the different types of freeze-drying technologies.
Figure 2.1: Some of freeze-drying technologies (normal means that no addi-
tional energy supply or process modification is applied).
The most widespread kind of freeze drying is vacuum freeze drying, generally
carried out at low pressure (in the order of few pascals). However, due to its cost
from the energetic point of view, it is profitable only for application to highly added
value products such as pharmaceutical materials or fine foodstuffs.
Nonetheless, atmospheric freeze drying was getting importance in the last years
7
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for industrial food applications, due its relatively reduced operative costs and good
quality of obtained products. Many authors have been working on this process
during the last three decades, investigating different factors affecting heat and mass
transfer, improving them with some extra energy supply, and/or evaluating final
product quality from the point of view of shape, colour, or rehydration capacity
(Boeh-Ocansey, 1985; Donsì et al., 2001; Bustos et al., 2010; Reyes et al., 2011).
Moreover, as it can be seen in Figure 2.1, a notable diversity of techniques are
known for carrying out the AFD process.
Additionally, in Table 2.1 a comparison among different freeze-drying technolo-
gies is reported in terms of their drying times, operation temperatures, and their
main features. It can be noted that a reduction of about 90 % of water content
and drying times comparable with VFD drying times were obtained in techniques
involving AFD. Furthermore, reported quality of dried products with AFD is similar
to quality of those obtained by freeze-drying with VFD. Nevertheless, AFD has to
be combined in all the cases with some other technique, allowing to remove water
vapour from air, and/or enhancing the drying rate by applying an extra energy
supply.
Among the AFD technologies, the tunnel freeze-drying, fixed bed, spouted bed
and fluidized bed can be mentioned. In the first case, the apparatus consists of two
main parts. In the first one, the air is dehumidified and cooled, whereas in the other
subunit, the food product is transported by a conveyor belt or in trays and dried.
This technology allows a straightforward implementation of a continuous process,
but depending on the product characteristics, large equipment may be required due
to long drying times. Claussen et al. (2007a) worked on modelling and simulation
of this technology and the estimation of processing times in good agreement with
experimental results.
A fixed bed for AFD, like the one utilized by Eikevik et al. (2012), consists of a
chamber, which is filled with the product, covered by a perforated plate for air inlet
and outlet at the bottom and the top, respectively. In addition, the equipment used
by the authors posses a microwave emitter on its sides for performing experiments
applying MW technology. Similarly, an infra-red lamp can be applied instead of the
MW emitter, as it was employed by Bustos et al. (2010) and Reyes et al. (2011) in
a fluidized bed.
If liquid products are considered, a spouted bed for freeze drying seems to be
an interesting possibility. In this case, the product is previously frozen by spraying
it through a ultrasonic nozzle in countercurrent to cold air. Then it is freeze dried
in a spouted bed (the sublimation chamber), significantly improving heat and mass
transfer due to the active hydrodynamic conditions. Menshutina et al. (2005) used
experimental data obtained with this apparatus for validating their mathematical
model. Despite they used manitol, an excipient used in the pharmaceutical industry,
the process may be applied in food industry for freeze drying fruit juices or soups.
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In AFD assisted by an adsorbent material in fluidized bed, the process may
be carried out either by immersing the food product in the adsorbent (LIAM,
Lyophilization by Immersing in an Adsorbent Medium), or by circulating the hu-
mid air through a fixed bed of adsorbent placed after or before the fluidized bed
outlet or inlet. Another possibility for removing moisture from the air is the appli-
cation of a heat pump. In this case, air is treated in a refrigeration circuit where,
after cooling it in an evaporator, the resulting condensed water is drained. Then, air
is reheated to the operative drying temperature (further description can be found
in (Strømmen et al., 2005) and (Alves-Filho and Goncharova-Alves, 2012)).
In particular, various researchers have been investigating the main variables in-
fluencing the AFD in fluidized beds. However, since this process is usually carried
out with air at temperatures between -15 and -5 ◦C, it can saturate rapidly. This
situation leads to a reduction of the gradient of water concentration between air and
product surface, and consequently, a diminution of the mass transfer rate. In order
to preserve low water partial pressures in the air along all the bed LIAM is presented
as a good alternative. At the same time, the use of the adsorbent medium presents
two additional advantages: the first, as the heat of adsorption of water vapour is
of the same order of magnitude than sublimation heat of ice, no additional energy
supply is necessary; second, it acts as adsorbent medium for generated water vapour,
allowing air recirculation, which means an additional reduction of operative costs.
Donsì et al. (2003) investigated the influence of many factors such as freeze drying
temperature, fluidization velocity, nature of adsorbent material, size of adsorbent
particles, and product/adsorbent weight ratio on drying rate employing different
materials as adsorbent, and potato discs as product. The experiments were per-
formed in a 8 cm ID by 45 cm height fluidized bed, and the authors found that
fluidization velocity has no important effects on drying rates, and at low product
concentrations the process is accelerated, whereas at high product concentration the
product segregates leading to poor contact with the adsorbent.
Wolff and Gibert (1990) developed a model for the simulation of atmospheric
freeze drying process, under certain assumptions. They carried out some experi-
mental runs in a fluidized bed that reflected the influence of parameters such as
temperature, water content, product to adsorbent mass ratio, shape and size of
the product to be dehydrated, and temperature for adsorbent regeneration. They
used potato slices as the product and starch as the adsorbent. Nevertheless, the
authors did not mentioned whether segregation phenomena or channels formation
were present or not.
Due to its compatibility with food products and very low price, since it is a by-
product of wheat processing, non-food wheat bran seems to be a promising material
to be applied in AFD.
Focusing on energy requirements, Donsì et al. (2001) obtained two curves of
energy requirements in function of the initial water content considering the sensible
9
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heat of refrigeration and freezing, heat of sublimation, heat of condensation, energy
consumption of the vacuum pump, and energy for defrosting for vacuum freeze
drying (VFD), and the sensible heat of refrigeration and of freezing, the energy
for bed cooling, regeneration of adsorbent, and energy consumption of the blower
for the case of AFD. They found that for initial product absolute humidity greater
than about 0.8 kgw/kgd, the energy demand for freeze-drying considering the VFD
considerably increases compared with AFD.
Moreover, in an extensive paper review about freeze-drying, Ratti (2001) re-
ported that the AFD process is about 34 % less energy demanding than the VFD
process. Nevertheless, the time required for lyophilizing a product increases 1-3
times. In addition, special care should be taken in operative conditions because of
an increment of the risk of product collapse. For microwave-assisted VFD process,
the author found that despite a reduction of about 60-70 % of drying times were
reported, a reduction of process costs is not always guaranteed.
On the other hand, Claussen et al. (2007b) in their paper review highlighted
that some authors reported that in the heat-pump assisted AFD the SMER (Spe-
cific Moisture Extraction Rate) decreases between 73 and 93 % with respect to the
conventional VFD.
10
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2.1 – Mathematical modelling of AFD
2.1 Mathematical modelling of AFD
Since the AFD in Fluidized Bed (AFD FB) is the most widespread technique for
freeze-drying under atmospheric conditions, special emphasis will be put in analysing
the available mathematical models in literature. First of all, as a system to be con-
sidered it can be defined the entire fluidized bed. That is, the equipment itself
(with its geometrical characteristics), air, and fluidized particles inside of it. Conse-
quently, this system is composed of: incoming air (at a given temperature, moisture
content, and velocity), food particles drying inside (whose water content, velocity,
and temperature are changing in time), and adsorbent particles (in case of using it)
or incoming energy (like MW or IR).
According to these definitions, it could be said that practically all the mathemat-
ical models found in literature do not consider the system as a whole, but only some
of its components. Most models found, like URIF (Uniform Retreading Ice Front),
take into account the heat and mass exchange between particles, and are able to pre-
dict the change of particle temperature and water content in time. Nonetheless, the
majority of the models are limited only for predictions of the evolution of product
particles water content with time for specific cases.
As it was previously mentioned, the model proposed by Wolff and Gibert (1990)
was the URIF which is a one-dimensional model based on the following assumptions:
– The drying product is separated in two parts: the frozen core and the dried
layer.
– Water vapour and ice are in equilibrium in the interface between ice and the
dried layer. Sublimation takes place in the ice front, leading to its uniformly
retreat.
– Quasy-steady state is considered. The variation on mass and heat resistances
is considered by the variation of the dried layer thickness.
– All the arriving energy is employed for sublimating ice (i.e., air does not
withdraw energy).
– Shrinkage is negligible, and the product is considered homogeneous and isotropic.
There is perfect mixing is between adsorbent and product.
The heat and mass transport equations are, respectively,
mPw0
d (1− x∗w)
dt
= A
∆Hˆsv
1
1
hex
+ es
ks
(Tai − Tfr) (2.1)
mPw0
d (1− x∗w)
dt
= A 11
βex
+ RTes
DwMw
(Pw,fr − Pw,ai) (2.2)
Lombraña and Villarán (1997) adapted the URIF to spheric shaped particles,
and applied it together to other correlation to experimental data determining model
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parameters. They considered cases of AFD LIAM and VFD LIAM obtaining reliable
values for these parameters.
Assuming the quasy-steady state during AFD LIAM in FB, Donsì et al. (2003)
obtained relationships for heat and mass transfer between cylindrical potato particles
and the surrounding mixture (composed of adsorbent and air). These equations
relate the driving force (temperature difference or water partial pressure difference)
between the frozen front and the emulsion, allowing to obtain product and process
properties such as the effective water vapour diffusivity or heat exchange coefficient.
Nevertheless, it does not constitutes a model for AFD simulation.
Stawczyk et al. (2007) simulated with CFD the AFD of an apple cube in 2D by
applying a film sublimation model and the URIF model by subdividing the cube
in four zones: a pure ice plate (the frozen front), an interface, a porous zone (the
dry front), and a gaseous phase. The ice front was assumed as a wall from which
ice sublimates, and the sublimation rate was calculated by means of an user-defined
function. Thus, the effect of the generated water vapour on the species distribution of
the gaseous phase was introduced into the flow computations through a source term
applied to the adjacent walls. In addition, the authors assumed the dried layer as a
porous media simulating the flow through it by applying the corresponding model
included in the CFD software, and reproduced the retreating ice front by using
13 separate meshes for different ice front positions. Despite the authors obtained a
reasonable agreement with the experimental results, they only simulated the process
of a piece of product but not the entire AFD process.
Similarly to the previous case the Nam and Song’s sublimation-condensation
model (Nam and Song, 2007) considers an unsaturated porous medium for describ-
ing the food product composed of a solid matrix, spaces partially occupied by ice,
and empty spaces. This model, initially proposed for VFD, was adapted for AFD
and applied for simulating the AFD of carrot slices by Quijada et al. (2009). They
solved the differential transport equations by finite differences (considering mass
and heat transport in one direction, 1D) and evaluated different aspects from the
mathematical point of view of the method (like the influence of the time step) as
well as from the point of view of the results (such as the progress of the retreading
ice front). In addition, they extended their model to a bidimensional particle (Bub-
novich et al., 2012), analysed the effects on energy and mass transport in terms of
the particle geometric ratio (thickness to width ratio), and compared them with the
1D case. In the 2D case, the ice front is not flat, and the URIF assumption does
not hold. Comparing the 2D and 1D simulations, their results showed differences
for geometric ratios greater than 0.125. Anyway, they did not consider the whole
fluidized bed, but only a piece of food material assuming dry air around the food
particle.
Also Alves-Filho (2010) applied a model for AFD FB considering the particle
as a porous medium, but in this case they used practically spherical particles of
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protein material from fish muscle. They solved the mass transport equation for a
single particle by means of a sweep method.
The AFD FB of “murtilla” berry (a Chilean berry food) was simulated by Bustos
et al. (2010), using the URIF model for the primary drying and the Page empirical
model,
X
X∗0
= exp(−ktn), (2.3)
for the secondary drying stage. The URIF was adapted for semi-spherical particles
for the primary drying, whereas the parameters n and k of the Page model were ob-
tained by fitting experimental data. Despite this last model well describes the drying
times, it is obviously valid for only the presented specific case, and does not deals
with the mass and heat transfer kinetics. Although the authors use IR radiation in
some of their experiments, they applied the URIF (a model which does not consider
energy radiations) for predicting the first stage of drying, appreciably agreeing with
part of their experimental results. This situation may be attributed to a slight S-
estimation of the modelled drying times rather than to a good experimental-model
agreement.
Reyes et al. (2011) in their investigation evaluated the parameters of the Sim-
plified Constant Diffusivity Model (SCDM, Equation 2.4) and the Page model for
the first and second drying periods of apple slices. Since the SCDM and the Page
models are empirical, they allow the prediction of drying times and moisture content
for the specific products where they were applied. However, the effective diffusivity
values obtained with the SCSM model can be utilized in other AFD models.
For a parallelepiped of dimensions of 2L×2H×2W, the SCDM master equation
is,
X
X0
= φxφyφz = exp

− π
2
4L2Deff t

exp

− π
2
4H2Deff t

exp

− π
2
4W 2Deff t

(2.4)
Kolsaker et al. (2011) and Eikevik et al. (2012) used a modified Weibull model
(Equation 2.5) for describing the drying behaviour of the AFD FB and the AFD
FB MW, respectively. This model takes into account the physical dimensions of
the product particle (L, length or characteristic length), a calculated diffusivity,
and considers a (mathematical) shape factor (β). Similarly to the Page and the
SCDM models, by fitting the equation to experimental data it is possible not only
to evaluate the time evolution of the drying process, but also the diffusivity.
Z − Zeq
Z0 − Zeq = exp

−

Dcalct
L2
β
(2.5)
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An URIF based model was applied by Pérez et al. (2011) for simulating AFD
FB and VFD of "loco" cubes and slabs with and without MW. Besides, they ad-
justed their experimental results with two Fick’s law based models; the previously
mentioned SCDM and the VDM (Variable Diffusivity Model), applying the latter
as follows:
X
X0
≈ exp

−λ21Fo

1 + b2Fo

(2.6)
(where λ1 and b are parameters of the model, and Fo is the Fourier number, Fo =
D0t/a
2, with D0 as the diffusivity at t = 0)
They obtained the URIF model best fit for slabs under AFD without MW.
Regarding to the Fick’s law based models, they found the best adjustment with the
VDM (particularly in VFD cases without MW).
Summarizing, as it can be seen there are many modes of simulating the AFD pro-
cess, either for specific cases or applicable for more than one case. Notwithstanding,
none of these works considers the whole fluidized bed and the possible interactions
between food product and adsorbent when AFD LIAM FB is applied. Since in this
process two different solids of different sizes and densities are fluidized, segregation
may take place, leading to a poor contact between adsorbent and foodstuff. Thus,
the drying times may be increased as shown by Donsì et al. (2003). If a model is
wanted for equipment design and/or process optimization, this possibility should be
also contemplated.
An interesting approach for considering the whole fluidized bed is the one applied
by Di Matteo (2002) in her PhD thesis. She extended the model of Kunii and
Levenspiel for fluidized bed reactors (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991) to AFD LIAM
FB. The original model considers three phases; bubble (gas), cloud (surrounding
the bubble), and emulsion, and the mass transfer exchange takes place between the
bubble and the cloud, and the cloud and the emulsion. In the extended model, four
phases were considered; bubble (gas), emulsion, adsorbent phase (solid), and product
phase (solid). In addition, two S-models were considered for the solid phases: the
sorption isotherms were considered for the adsorbent, while the URIF adapted to
cylindrical particles was applied for the product freeze-drying.
Another possibility for simulating the AFD LIAM FB taking into account the
whole system, as it was defined at the beginning of this section, may be by means
of Computational Fluid Dynamics. With this tool, not only the mass and heat
transfer could be simulated, but also the entire velocity field of each phase and their
interactions. Moreover, variables which present difficulties to be experimentally
tracked such as phase velocities, local exchange coefficients, or temperature gradi-
ents, might be theoretically followed. This would allow to develop and theoretically
test new equipments and techniques without performing experiments. Nevertheless,
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suitable models for simulating these systems should be developed first, adapting
the submodels for adsorption and foodstuff drying into CFD methods, and/or find-
ing mathematical models for simulating the behaviour of cohesive/pseudo-cohesive
solids (for some adsorbent like starch or wheat bran).
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Chapter 3
Fluidization
3.1 Fluidized beds, fluidization regimes, and pow-
ders classification
When a fluid is passed upward through a bed of particles (supported on a perfo-
rated or porous plate), at a velocity such that the drag force produced is enough to
counterbalance particles weight, fluidization occurs. Depending on the kind of solid
involved, fluid utilized and air velocity, the behaviour exhibited by the fluidized bed
may be minimum fluidization, bubbling fluidization, slugging, turbulent fluidization,
channelling, or fast fluidization with pneumatic transport. According to how a pow-
der behaves in a gas fluidized bed, Geldart (1973) proposed a classification in four
main categories as a function of the difference between particle and fluid density,
and mean particle diameter. This classification was extended by other authors es-
tablishing intermediate regimes or adapting it for cases in which high pressure and
temperature are used.
The main categories in Geldart’s classification are: A, aeratable (small mean
particle density and low density), notable bed expansion before bubbles appear, and
small bubbles when they are formed at high air velocities; B, sandlike (size between
40µm and 500 µm, and densities between 1400 and 4000 kg/m3 ), well fluidized and
vigorous bubbling; D, spoutable (high densities and/or large particle size), severe
channelling and large bubbles exploding, or spouting behaviour; C, cohesive (fine
particles), very difficult normal fluidization due to interparticle forces grater than
drag forces, leading to formation of channels, cracks, or discrete solid plugs.
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3.2 Pressure drop oscillations in fluidized beds
One of the most important indicators of the dynamics of a fluidized bed are the
pressure drop oscillations. They depend on particle properties, bed characteristics,
and air velocity, and might be related with bubbling, slugging, or turbulent fluidiza-
tion. Bi (2007) published an extensive paper review about the pressure fluctuation
phenomenon addressing it from the point of view of the measurement methods,
causes, modelling, and so on. In the literature he found six main sources of oscilla-
tions. The first one, bubbles passing by the pressure measurement probe. In second
place, pressure drop oscillations caused by bubble eruptions at the upper bed surface
which is associated with bubble size. The third source is the mechanical vibration
of the fluidized particle bed. The fourth origin of pressure drop oscillations is the
gas plenum chamber beneath the distributor due to the compressibility of gas in the
chamber. Finally, in fifth and sixth places are the pressure drop fluctuations caused
by bubble coalescence and splitting, and bubble formation.
3.3 Cohesive solids
As it was previously said, in cohesive powders (Geldart C) the interparticle forces
are considerably greater than the hydrodynamic forces, and cannot be overcome by
the gas. Consequently, the particles are not separated by the fluid, and it escapes
by forming channels giving an unsatisfactory fluidization. In the framework of a
project for locating the Geldart A/C borderline, Geldart et al. (1984) studied the
fluidization behaviour of various Geldart A and Geldart C powders with densities
ranging between 350 and 2800 kg/m3 and particle diameters lying between 5 µm
and 125µm. For cohesive solids, in first place, they found that it was practically
impossible to measure the pressure drop due to its continuously variation in time,
probably caused by the creation, collapse, and re-formation of channels. In addition,
they observed that these channels or cracks were generated numerously in horizontal
or sloped directions, and a bed expansion without true bubbles formation. Only
some small bubbles were reported "wiping out" the cracks which regenerate with
different inclination and length.
Furthermore, Visser (1989) analysed different factors affecting the cohesiveness
of powders (Geldart A, and particularly Geldart C) such as van der Waals forces,
geometrical factors, and capillary forces. They stated that the main cohesive forces
between particles in a powder are van der Waals forces. However, depending on
the particle density, porosity and surface roughness these forces are perceived only
by very small particles (few microns or less). Thus, only Geldart C particles can
be influenced by cohesive forces. Furthermore, particle geometry, presence of fines,
particle size distribution, and/or adsorbed molecules affect the magnitude of these
20
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forces as well.
Sundaresan (2003) published an exhaustive literature review about fluidization
organizing the knowledge of the origin and hierarchy of organized flow structures in
fluidized beds, differentiation between bubbling and no bubbling systems, and stages
of bubble evolution. Focusing on cohesive systems, they analysed their behaviour in
terms of concepts such as compressive yield strength, particle-phase normal stress
along the vertical direction, tensile stress (as a measure of cohesion between particles
in a assembly), and pressure-drop overshoot. It is recommended reading this article
if a more specific study on cohesive solids and their modelling is intended. However,
it is beyond the scopes of the present work and it will not be longer treated here.
3.4 Spouted and fluid-spouted beds
Spouted bed is gas-solid contactor in which the gas is introduced through a single
orifice from the centre, resulting in a systematic cyclic pattern of solid movement
inside the bed. A spouted bed has three different regions: the annulus, the spout,
and the fountain. At stable spouting process, a spout appears at the centre of the
bed, a fountain appears above the bed surface and an annulus forms between the
spout and wall. On the other hand the annulus region is more like a packed bed.
At partial spouting case, there are two distinct regions, an internal spout which is
similar to a fluidized bed and the surrounding packed particle region similar to a
packed bed (Sahoo and Sahoo, 2013).
On the other hand, Malek et al. (1965) differentiated three fluidization regions
as air velocity is increased:
1. Packed bed: At low air velocity. The gas passes through the bed without
disturbing solid particles. The pressure drop practically depends linearly on
the air flow rate.
2. Transition bed: At a certain air velocity a cavity is formed at the bed
bottom, lifting solid particles upward from the air injector. As air velocity
is further augmented, some particles start spinning rapidly inside the cavity
around the internal spout. Then, an arch of non uniform thickness is formed.
Pressure drop continues growing with the increase of air velocity and reaches a
maximum coinciding with a maximum of the bed expansion. Further increas-
ing of air flow rate increases the height of the internal spout, the bed expands,
and pressure drop above the internal spout also augments.
3. Spouted bed: Increasing air velocity up to a certaing point, the fountain
is formed, and particles are dragged by the central spout. The pressure drop
decreases abruptly and remains constant almost independently of air flow rate.
The bed behaves as previously described.
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In order to improve the material circulation and solid mixing, some modifica-
tions might be made to the spouted bed. Based on the modifications applied by
various authors, Sutanto (1981) utilized a special spouted bed possessing, adding
to the central air supply, auxiliary air injectors located in the lower section of the
bed. This modified apparatus was called “spout-fluid bed”, and presented better
solids mixing and annular solid-fluid contact than standard spouted beds, and bet-
ter performance when cohesive solids were used. He studied different aspects of the
fluidization in this kind of apparatus such as regime maps, minimum fluid flowrate
for spouting with aeration and spout-fluidization, and annulus gas velocity profile.
Thus, he established four types of flow regimes for different central flow/auxiliary
flow combinations: packed bed, spouting with aeration, spout-fluidization and jet
in fluidized bed. Moreover, he observed that fountain height decreased as the pro-
portion of auxiliary flow augmented, and its solids concentration increased.
In recent years many works were published aiming the study of spout-fluid beds,
their hydrodynamics (Zhong et al., 2006a), fluidization regimes (Link et al., 2005)
(Zhang and Tang, 2006), correlations for predicting fountain height, numerical sim-
ulations (Zhong et al., 2006b; Wang et al., 2014), etc. However, as only the mixing
capabilities of this kind of bed are of interest to the present work, no longer discus-
sion about those papers will be dedicated.
3.5 Mixing and segregation of binary mixtures in
fluidized beds
In general terms, when solids of the same size but different density are mixed in
a fluidized bed, rapid segregation takes place with the denser material forming a
relatively pure bottom layer, and sparse but uniformly distributed amount of denser
material in the top layers. On the other hand, when solids of the same density but
different size are fluidized, segregation occurs more difficulty, and it is expected an
increment of this phenomenon when size distribution increases. All solids are carried
up with bubble wakes, but only the larger/denser particles preferentially move down
the bed as the bubble ascends (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991).
In particular, from experiments utilizing six binary mixtures combining materials
with different properties (density, size, and minimum fluidization velocity) in a two-
dimensional fluidized bed, Rowe et al. (1972b) concluded that density differences are
the main causes of segregation in gas fluidized beds, whereas size differences have
slight influence when the mixure is made up of particles of equal density and different
size. In addition, they introduced the concepts of jetsam, component tending to
sink to the bed bottom, and flotsam, component tending to float to the bed top.
Moreover, the authors found four main segregation mechanisms:
22
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1. Lifting of particles enclosed in rising bubble wakes: a bubble originated near
the bed bottom carries up closer material.
2. Falling through bubbles: gas velocity is not enough to support large and dense
particles, and they fall through the free space of a bubble.
3. Inter-particle percolation: small and denser particles through large and light
ones in a region recently disturbed by a passing bubble. It never takes place
against ascending air.
4. Quasy-hydrostatic effect: does not cause segregation, but preserves it. Light
particles "float" on a bed of denser particles.
Furthermore, according to Rowe et al. (1972a), segregation presents a great de-
pendence on air superficial velocity, and even strongly segregating systems can be
mixed or separated by adjusting air superficial velocity. On the other hand, the main
effect of size was to modify the mixture minimum fluidization velocity (umfM). In
addition, they found that the umfM is notably reduced by adding a small quantity of
a fine powder, whereas the opposite (i.e. the addition of a coarse particles to a fine
powder) has a very reduced effect on umfM . In their experiments the authors used
binary mixtures composed of fine and coarse materials with the scope of measuring
the segregation in function of particle properties (size, density, and gas flow rate).
Qiaoquna et al. (2005) studied the effect of particle properties and processing
variables such as air velocity or mass fraction on segregation phenomenon employing
two different binary mixtures containing a biomass material, rice husk, and other
solid material, sand or silica. Their results were in accordance with the previously
mentioned works; they observed that when increasing superficial gas velocity, the
mixing between rice husk and sand particles becomes stronger, since sand particles
are transported by bubbles from the bottom to the top, whereas rice husk is carried
from the top to the bottom by particles circulation. They found, however, that
an increment on mixture mean diameter, by means of either augmenting rice husk
averaged mass fraction or using silica particles with greater diameter, increases the
mixture minimum fluidization velocity, which is traduced as a reduction of air ex-
cess velocity (U-Umf ). Consequently, the segregation of the particulate system is
reinforced.
Regarding to fluization time, according to Wu and Baeyens (1998), the mini-
mum elapsed time required to reach segregation equilibrium depends on the excess
velocity used (U-Umf ) and the larger to smaller particle diameter ratio. For excess
air velocities greater than 0.16 m/s, 20 minutes are enough to achieve mixing equi-
librium. Moreover, the same fluidization time is sufficient for diameter ratios up
to 4.8. In addition, the air excess velocity needed to reach good mixing is strongly
dependent on the diameter ratio. For diameter ratios between 1 and 2, mixing
is quickly reached at very low values of excess air velocity. However, for greater
diameter ratios the needed (U-Umf ) grows rapidly.
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As it was previously stated, one of the main mixing factors in non-cohesive
systems are bubbles, which carry particles in their wakes. The number and size of
bubbles might depend on air velocity, and particle size distribution (PSD). Chew and
Hrenya (2011) have investigated the influence of the PSD width (standard deviation
to Sauter mean diameter ratio) of polydisperse mixtures on segregation patterns
using different normal and log-normal sand distributions. They found that a bubble-
less layer at the bottom of the bed was observed in those experiments exhibiting the
greatest segregation behaviour, and the larger this layer, the greater the segregation.
Nevertheless, most of the previously mentioned works and other papers found
in literature were carried out using non-cohesive powders forming binary mixtures
whose components had diameters not greater than one or two millimetres. Besides,
in most of the cases spherical or nearly spherical particles were utilized in the mix-
tures. Therefore, there is a lack of information about the behaviour of fluidization
of binary mixtures of a cohesive or pseudo-cohesive solid and not spherical particles
with equivalent diameters in the order of centimetres.
Concerning to mathematical models for segregating fluidized beds, Gibilaro and
Rowe (1974) proposed a general model based on the fact that bubbles are the main
mixing (or segregating) agents, transporting solids in their wakes. They considered
two phases, bulk and wake, and four physical mechanisms for describing three ways
of mixing and one of segregation, as follows:
• Mixing mechanisms:
– Overall particle circulation: Particles are transported by the bubbles
wakes from the bed bottom to the top. (in other words, Lifting of parti-
cles enclosed in rising bubbles wakes as described by Rowe et al. (1972b))
– Exchange: Solids exchange between bulk and wake phases.
– Axial mixing: Bubbles may produce some axial mixing, which was de-
scribed by means of a pseudo-diffusivity.
• Segregation: Supposed that the quantity of segregating solid at any point of
the bed is proportional to the concentration of jetsam at that point.
They applied the model to three main cases of strongly segregating systems:
without considering exchange and axial mixing mechanisms, considering only the
effect of phases exchange, and considering all mixing effects. In sum, they not only
obtained an accurate model for describing mixing and segregation of a fluidized
bed, but also found that phase exchange can be neglected, and axial spreading is
important only at high velocities.
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3.5.1 Segregation indexes
In order to quantify and characterize somehow the mixing or segregation of a binary
mixture, a considerable number of indexes were developed along the years. Most
of them were proposed for analysing the quality of mixtures in mixers (in terms
of perfectly ordered, randomly mixed, or totally segregated mixture), and/or the
performance of these equipments. Fan et al. (1970) reviewed the literature about
mixing and reported more than 20 existing indexes published up to then. A wide
quantity of these indexes were formulated for mixing processes in mixers and based
on statistics. In this line, Cooke and Bridgewater (1977) proposed a distribution
index considering the probability of a particle falling in a given division of a sam-
ple tray for evaluating the mixture quality. From the experimental point of view,
the application of this index allows to use different sample size for evaluating the
apparatus, and in terms of its results it permitted to identify random and totally
segregated mixtures.
Poux et al. (1991) reviewed the definitions of mixture quality and different kind
of segregation indexes for binary and multicomponent mixtures based on either
statistical analysis, parameter definition, experimental work, or a combination of
these methods. They did not test the performance of the indexes, but only presented
them, suggesting that the index to be chosen depends on the characteristics of the
case of study.
On the other hand, Barresi et al. (1996) applied autocorrelation methods and a
variance based index for quantitatively evaluating the mixture structure of sintered
ceramics. They characterized the current mixture by comparing the correlogram
of an experimental mixture with the correlograms corresponding to random and
ordered mixtures. In addition, they measured the intensity of segregation through
an index proposed by an I.Chem.E. working group on mixing of powders, which
involves the standard deviations of the current mixture, of a completely segregated
mixture, and of a random mixture.
Nevertheless, the majority of these indexes have been defined for cases where
the number of particles can be relatively easy counted, and only small samples from
the whole case are analysed. A completely different situation is found for the case
of a binary mixture composed of a food product and an adsorbent like non-food
wheat bran in a fluidized bed. In first place, the entire bed is analysed dividing it in
layers, and in second place, the size of adsorbent particles is significantly small (in
the order of 600µm) resulting impossible to count particle by particle. Even if the
number of particles of bran and product could be indirectly obtained by dividing
the mass by absolute density and volume of a single particle, and each layer were
considered as a sample, a considerable error would be introduced in the estimation
of the particle volume.
Therefore, many segregation or mixing indexes were developed particularly for
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characterizing mixing and segregation in fluidized beds, being some of them based
on similar statistical concepts than the previous mentioned methods. Among the
most broadly used segregation indexes, there is the M mixing index proposed by
Rowe et al. (1972a), based on jetsam fractions in the upper part (XJ) and the whole
of the bed (XJ):
M = XJ
XJ
(3.1)
This index can be applied as long as the jetsam and flotsam are clearly identified,
bottom segregation is preponderantly dominant, and jetsam concentration and par-
ticle size are such that eventually one layer whose concentration around 100 % may
be produced. Thus, M = 1 corresponds to perfect mixing, whereas M = 0 means
complete segregation.
In addition, Wu and Baeyens (1998) reviewed in literature predictive equations
for this index, and for mixture minimum velocity calculation, and proposed a new
equation for predicting M mixing index based on their experimental results. They
performed experiments in gas fluidized beds with many sand binary mixtures of
different size particles, investigating the influence of concentration, duration of flu-
idization, and bed aspect ratio on segregation. According to their findings there is
no effect of concentration on mixing index (M).
On the other hand, Mellema et al. (2003) developed a segregation index for
digital image analysis of segregation in fluidized beds, the "s" index, which takes into
account the composition along all the bed of both components of a binary mixture,
and scales it with a theoretical maximum degree of segregation of the mixture. The
mathematical formulation of the index is the following:
s = S − 1
Smax − 1 (3.2)
where S is the ratio of an average particle height of small particles to the same
quantity calculated for large particles,
S = ⟨hsmall⟩⟨hlarge⟩ (3.3)
and Smax represents the theoretical maximum degree of segregation,
Smax =
2− xsmall
1− xsmall (3.4)
Moreover, for their studies the authors used particles of two different sizes
coloured according to their diameter. Therefore, after taking images during the
fluidization and dividing the generated pictures in cells, they analysed the light in-
tensity emitted by the coloured particles, and calculated the solid volume fractions
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in each cell from the total area of pixels in each cell identified as particles. Thus,
the numerator and denominator of Equation 3.3 were calculated as follows:
⟨hlarge⟩ =

k xlargeαlarge,khkVk
k xlargeαlarge,kVk
(3.5)
⟨hsmall⟩ =

k xsmallαsmall,khkVk
k xsmallαsmall,kVk
(3.6)
where αlarge,k or αsmall,k is the total particle volume fraction of small or large diam-
eter (depending on the case), xsmall and xlarge are the overall mass fractions of small
and large particles, and hk and Vk represent, respectively, the centre of the cell k
and the cell volume.
Therefore, a value of 1 for the "s" index corresponds to a completely segregated
system, whereas s=0 means perfect mixing.
Despite several indexes were proposed by different authors in order to quantify
the segregation level or mixing of a binary mixture in a fluidized bed, none of them
is able to describe how a specific component of the mixture is distributed along the
bed. In other words, sometimes is important not only to know how the binary system
separates from the uniformity, but also the distribution of a certain component of
interest. Nevertheless, none of the indexes found in the literature up to now allow
this description.
On the other hand, those indexes may be influenced by the experimental pro-
cedure used for evaluating the mixture, such as the number of vacuumed layers, or
layer thickness, since the solids distribution was measured in layers (or at most in
cells) and not in a continuous way along the bed. Consequently, it might be difficult
to compare experiments done with non-equal number of layers, fluidized beds of
different size, or even more, the comparison between results presented by different
authors.
3.6 Summary
Many works have been dedicated to the fluidization in bubbling fluidized beds as well
as spouted beds (or its modifications), studying the behaviour of cohesive powders,
and explaining and characterizing the segregation of binary mixtures. However,
there is a lack of knowledge about how a pseudo-cohesive powder like non-food wheat
bran works in a fluidized bed or a spout-fluid bed, its behaviour as component of
binary mixture with particles until two orders of magnitude greater, and the link
between channelling and mixing.
Therefore, a deeper study about the characteristics of this very cheap material
and its hydrodynamic interactions with food particles should be performed before
investigating the AFD of food applying it as adsorbent.
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On the other hand, a different approach to mixing/segregation indexes is needed
allowing a more precise quantification of the segregation phenomenon and compar-
ison between different beds.
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Chapter 4
Computational Fluid Dynamics of
multiphase fluidized beds
4.1 Finite Volume Method (FVM)
The references of this Section were taken form Ferziger and Perić (2002), Versteeg
and Malalasekera (1995), Petrila and Trif (2005), and the ANSYS®Fluent 13 The-
ory Guide (2010).
Applied to transport phenomena, the finite-volume method evaluates and rep-
resents the partial differential equations governing the fluid flow, species transport,
and heat exchange, in the form of algebraic equations. The solution domain is di-
vided into a finite number of small control volumes (CVs) by a grid which defines
the control volume boundaries, and the conservation equations are integrated in the
cells.
Theoretically, as the number of computational cells is infinitely large and the time
step size tends to zero (for transient problems), the results obtained with numerical
methods should be indistinguishable from the exact solution of the transport equa-
tions, independently of the method applied. Nevertheless, in practical cases only a
limited number of cells and small enough (but not zero) time step size can be used.
Then, the numerical outcomes will be physically realistic when the discretization
method posses certain fundamental properties: consistency, stability, convergence,
conservation, boundedness, realizability, accuracy, and transportiveness.
4.1.1 Numerical grids
In a few words, the geometric domain where the problem will be solved is discretely
represented in a numerical grid, dividing the solution domain into a finite quantity
of subdomains (control volumes).
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There are many kinds of grids and meshing methods, which are chosen according
to the characteristics of the problem to be solved. Some of them are the structured
grid, block-structured grid, and unstructured grid.
In the present work structured grids will be used (in both 2D and 3D cases).
This grids type, consists of families of grid lines whose members do not intercept
among them, but each member of a single family intercepts one member of the other
families only once. The location of any control volume within the grid is clearly and
uniquely identified by two or three coordinates, for 2D and 3D cases respectively.
Figure 4.1 shows a representation of a typical 2D grid section and the generally
used notation. As it is remarked in the figure, in the following sections only the cells
sharing faces with the central (or "considered") cell will be called neighbour cells.
Figure 4.1: Representation of cells in FVM for a Cartesian 2D grid. For sim-
plicity many authors denote the central CV (i, j) with P , whereas the surround-
ing CV are called E (east), N (north), W (west), and S (south). Moreover,
the shared faces with the central CV are identified with e, n, w, and s. In 3D
cases, similar scheme is followed, but adding a top cell ((i, j, k + 1) or T ) and a
bottom cell ((i, j, k − 1) or B).
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4.1.2 Properties of numerical methods
Consistency
The difference between the results obtained by solving an equation by numerical
methods and the exact solution is known as truncation error. It is normally es-
timated by a Taylor series expansion about a single nodal point in the discrete
approximation, recovering, thereby, the original differential equation plus a remain-
der.
Therefore, a method is considered consistent if the truncation error tends to zero
when the cell and/or time step size tend to zero (∆x → 0, ∆t → 0). This error is
normally proportional to (∆x)n and/or (∆t)n, and the method is called as nth-order
approximation; n > 0 is required for consistency.
In some methods, the truncation error is proportional to a ratio between cell and
time step sizes. In these cases, the ∆t and ∆x must be reduced in an appropriate
way permitting this ratio approximate to zero.
Stability
A numerical scheme is considered stable if it does not amplify the errors appearing
as the numerical solution process progresses. In non-stationary problems, stability
guarantees that the method has a bounded solution as long as the exact result of the
equation is bounded. For example, time step smaller than a certain limit is needed
by many solution methods.
Convergence
A discretization scheme is considered convergent if the numerical solution of the
differential equations tend to the exact solution as the mesh spacing tends to zero.
Convergence is normally checked by means of numerical tests, solving the equations
on a series of consecutively refined grids and time steps. If the numerical method
is stable and all utilized approximations are consistent, commonly it is possible to
arrive to a grid-independent-solution. If during this numerical experiment a refined
enough grid is reached, it will be noted that the rate of convergence is determined
by the order of the main truncation error component.
Conservation
A numerical method is said conservative if the conservation equations are respected
in both local and global basis. Using the strong conservation form of the transport
equations, the FVM guarantees this condition for each individual control volume as
well as for the whole solution domain.
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Boundedness
Discretizing differential equations gives a set of algebraic equations by each nodal
point in the discretized domain. These equations are generally solved by an itera-
tive process until a convergence criteria is reached. However, not any result for the
variables is valid (despite it can be mathematically correct), but it should lie within
physically valid bounds. That is, in absence of sources the results for a given fluid
property should be bounded by its own boundary values (boundedness). For exam-
ple, density must be always positive, molar fraction of a specie must lie between 0
and 1, absolute temperature cannot be negative.
The requirements for guaranteeing boundedness are given in the construction of
the coefficients matrix for solving the resulting algebraic equations. For example,
one of them is that all the coefficients of the discretized equations should have the
same sign.
Realizability
Specific models have to be applied for treating those phenomena which are compli-
cated enough for being directly considered (such as turbulence or combustion). They
must internally guarantee their boundedness and ability to give physically valid.
Accuracy
There are three types of errors in numerical methods: modelling errors, discretization
errors, and iteration errors. All of them are the difference between exact solution
of the equations and the obtained results by simulation, but referencing to different
aspects of the applied model or method. Thus, the modelling errors are related
with the actual flow and the modelled solution, the discretization errors refer to the
exact solution of the conservation equations, and the iteration errors consider the
distances between exact and iteratively obtained results.
Moreover, in some cases these errors may cancel each other in such a way giving
better agreement with experimental results on solutions obtained using a coarser
grid rather than in a finer one (which are expected to be more accurate). Therefore,
this situation must be considered during grid analysis.
Transportiveness
Transportiveness is related with how a given property from one CV is transported
to its neighbours. In a pure diffusive case, a transported fluid property trends to
span equally in all directions, whereas in a pure convective case, the fluid property
is only transported to the upstream cell. In other words, in the former situation, all
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the neighbouring nodes are affected by the value of the property in the considered
CV, while in the latter case, only the upstream cells are influenced.
4.1.3 Spatial discretization
Considering a generic transported fluid property φ, the conservative transport equa-
tion is written as,
∂ρφ
∂t  
LT
+∇ · (ρφu⃗)  
CT
= ∇ · (Γ∇φ)  
DT
+ Sφ
ST
(4.1)
where LT is the local term, i.e, the rate of increase of φ in the fluid element; CT is
the convective term, i.e., the net rate of flow of φ out of the fluid element; DT is
the diffusive term, i.e., the rate of increase of φ due to diffusion; and S is the source
term, i.e, the rate of increase of φ due to other sources.
Thus, by evaluating φ equal to 1, u⃗, and iˆ (or T , or Hˆ) and choosing the appropri-
ate values for the diffusion coefficients, and the source terms the mass, momentum,
and energy transport equations can be respectively obtained. Even more, species
and other properties transport equations can be formulated applying the same pro-
cedure.
In the FVM, transport equations are integrated in the control volume as follows:
∂
∂t

CV
ρφ dV
  
LT
+

CV
∇ · (ρφu⃗) dV
  
CT
=

CV
∇ · (Γ∇φ) dV
  
DT
+

CV
Sφ dV  
ST
(4.2)
Applying the Gauss’ theorem to the convective and diffusive terms, it is obtained
∂
∂t

CV
ρφ dV +

A
(ρφu⃗) · nˇ dA =

A
(Γ∇φ) · nˇ dA+

CV
Sφ dV (4.3)
Therefore, the first term in this equation means the rate of change of the total
amount of fluid property φ. The products (ρφu⃗) · nˇ and nˇ · Γ∇φ are the normal
components to the CV faces of the convective and diffusive fluxes, respectively. The
former is the net rate of decrease of fluid property φ of the fluid element due to
convection, whereas the latter, can be considered as a positive flux in the direction
of the inward normal unitary vector −nˇ, i.e., into the fluid element. Thence, the
DT represents the net rate of increase of fluid property φ of the fluid element due
to diffusion.
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Regarding the surface integrals, the net flux through the CV boundary can be
obtained as the sum of integrals over all the faces of the CV, that is,

A
Φn dA =

F

AF
ΦF dA (4.4)
where Φn is the component of the total flow vector in the direction normal to the
CV face,
Φn = (ρφu⃗− Γ∇φ) · nˇ (4.5)
and ΦF is the normal component to face F of the total flow vector through this face,
ΦF = (ρφu⃗− Γ∇φ)F · nˇF (4.6)
In order to evaluate the surface integrals exactly, the integrand in each point
of the surface AF should be known for all CV faces. As this information is not
available, it must be estimated in some way. To do this, ΦF can be approximated
either in terms of variable values at one or more points on the cell face, or in terms
of CV centres.
One of the best approximations for the surface integrals is by applying the mid-
point rule:
ΦF =

AF
ΦF dA = ΦFAF ≈ ΦFAF (4.7)
This approximation requires that ΦF at the center of the face F is known. Since
this information is not available, it has to be estimated by interpolation.
Furthermore, the volume integrals may be estimated by replacing them by the
product of the volume mean value of the integrand and the CV volume and approx-
imate the former as the value at the cell center:

CV
QdV = ⟨Q⟩Vcell ≈ QccVcell (4.8)
Therefore, introducing all the mentioned rearrangements and approximations in
Equation 4.3, and considering a constant cell volume in time, the transport equation
for the generic fluid property φ yields,
d
dt
(ρφ)cc +
1
Vcell

F
ΦFAF = Sφ,cc (4.9)
where the values at cell center are used for the volume integral approximations
(indicated by the subscript cc).
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4.1.4 Values at faces: the upwind differencing scheme (UDS)
As it was previously said, the approximations to the integrals involved in Equation
4.9 need the values of ΦF . Assuming that the velocity field, ρ and Γ are known at
all cell locations, to obtain the total flux of the transported fluid property φ, its
value and gradient normal to cell face at one or more locations (depending on the
approximation method applied) are required. One of the most widely used scheme is
the upwind differencing scheme (UDS) which approximates the value of the variable
at the cell face center taking into account the flow direction.
First-Order Upwind (FOU)
When applying the FOU estimation for φF , the transported value of φ is considered
to be equal to the value at the upstream node. Mathematically,
φF =

φcc if (u⃗ · nˇ)F > 0
φcc−1 if (u⃗ · nˇ)F < 0
(4.10)
where the subscript cc − 1 refers to the cell center of the neighbouring cell sharing
face F .
Since this scheme uses consistent expressions to estimate fluxes through cell faces,
it is conservative. In addition, it satisfies the boundedness conditions avoiding the
possibility of oscillatory solutions (particularly in stationary problems). Neverthe-
less, as this scheme is based on the backward differencing formula, its accuracy is
only first order (based on the Taylor truncation error). Consequently, its major
disadvantage is that it produces erroneous results when the flow is not aligned with
the grid lines, resulting in a truncation error resembling a diffusive flux. Peaks or
abrupt variations in the variables will be spread out and, as error diminishes with a
rate of only first order, very fine grids are needed to achieve accurate solutions.
Second-Order Upwind (SOU) and higher order schemes
When the SOU is applied to approximate the value of φF , not only its value at the
cell centroid (φcc) is considered, but also its gradient in the upstream cell (∇φ),
φF = φcc + (∇φ)cc · r⃗ (4.11)
where r⃗ is the displacement vector from the upstream cell centroid to the face
centroid.
In this case, the gradient may be calculated in several ways (such as by applying
the Green-Gauss theorem, or by least squares). The Green-Gauss Cell-Based method
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approximates the gradient by means of the Green-Gauss theorem in the discrete
form,
(∇φ)cc =
1
Vcell

F
φFAF nˇ (4.12)
and the value of the fluid property at the face is computed as,
φF =
φcc + φcc−1
2 (4.13)
The SOU is less diffusive than the FOU since the truncation error corresponds
to the third order in a Taylor expansion. In fact, the diffusive term in the Taylor
expansion is absent, and the error decreases with the square of the cell size.
Higher order accurate interpolation schemes, like third-order upwind, Quadratic
Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinematics (QUICK), or Power Law are also
available which can minimize the false diffusion errors. Though, using them makes
sense only if the surface integrals are approximated using higher-order formulas.
In addition, these schemes are less computationally stable, which can be seen as
small over- and undershoots in the solution of some problems leading to physical
unrealistic behaviours.
4.1.5 Time discretization
Similar to spatial discretization, in temporal discretization every term is integrated
over a time step.
For simplicity, for a given cell in the grid, and considering zero the source term,
the Equation 4.9 is rewritten as,
d
dt
(ρφ)cc = F

φ⃗, t

(4.14)
where φ⃗ is a vector involving the value of φ at the center of all the cells sharing faces
with the current cell, and at the current cell center.
The integration over the time step ∆t = tn+1 − tn yields,
(ρφ)cc/n+1 − (ρφ)cc/n =
n+1
n
F

φ⃗, t

dt (4.15)
The right hand side of this equation can be integrated utilizing either the values
of F

φ⃗, t

at the time step n, n+1, or a combination of both values. Generalizing,
(ρφ)cc/n+1 − (ρφ)cc/n =

θF

φ⃗, tn+1

+ (1− θ)F

φ⃗, tn

∆t (4.16)
where θ is a weighting factor varying between 0 and 1.
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Thus, if θ is 0, the explicit time discretization is obtained, whereas if it is 1, the
integration results in the Euler implicit scheme. In addition, if θ = 12 the Crank-
Nicolson scheme is derived.
As a small example for a 1D system, after working out the Equation 4.1 with
all the considerations and simplifications previously mentioned, a first order upwind
for spatial discretization and a fully implicit scheme (θ=1) for time, an equation (or
set of equations) like the following can be obtained for each node,
aiφi/n+1 + ai−1φi−1/n+1 + ai+1/n+1 = Sφ/n∆x+ ρφi/n
∆x
∆t (4.17)
where the subscripts i, i + 1, and i − 1 refers to the cell node indices, n and n + 1
to the current and next time step, respectively, a are the coefficients of the matrix
for solving the equations system, and the right hand side of the equation is the
independent term.
4.2 Multi-fluid hydrodynamic model
In the present work the Euler-Euler approach was applied for describing the hydro-
dynamics of multi-phase flow in the fluidized bed. In this approach the different
phases are treated mathematically as interpenetrating continuum in the same con-
trol volume, sharing the same pressure. As a phase cannot occupy the same volume
than another one, it is applied the concept of phase volumetric fraction (considering
it continuous in space and time), and conservation equations are derived for each
phase. Moreover, the interaction betweens phases are coupled through interphase
exchange coefficients and the pressure, and properties of solid phases and interac-
tions between them are obtained by means of the Kinetic Theory of Granular Flow
(KTGF).
4.2.1 Conservation equations
Continuity
For a given phase i the conservation of mass is
∂
∂t
(αiρi) +∇ · (αiρiu⃗i) =
nph
j=1
(m˙ji − m˙ij) + Si (4.18)
where m˙ji and m˙ij are the mass transfer between phases, and Si is a source term.
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Momentum
For a given fluid phase f the momentum balance yields
∂
∂t
(αfρf u⃗f ) +∇ · (αfρf u⃗f u⃗f ) =
− αf∇P +∇ · τ f + αfρf g⃗+
nph
j=1

R⃗jf + m˙jf u⃗jf − m˙fju⃗fj

+

F⃗f + F⃗lift,f + F⃗vm,f

(4.19)
where P is the pressure shared by all phases, τ f is the phase stress-strain tensor
(calculated as indicated in ANSYS Fluent 13 Theory Guide 2010), F⃗f , F⃗lift,f , and
F⃗vm,f are, respectively, the external body force, lift force, and virtual-mass force
(usually neglected in fluidized bed since they are insignificant compared with drag
forces), and R⃗jf is the momentum exchange between phases,
R⃗jf = Kjf (u⃗j − u⃗f ) (4.20)
here R⃗jf = −R⃗fj, and the momentum exchange coefficient Kjf = Kfj
In addition, u⃗fj is the interphase velocity whose value depends upon the mass
transfer between phases. That is., if m˙fj > 0, u⃗fj = u⃗f , and if m˙fj < 0, then
u⃗fj = u⃗j.
On the other hand, for a given solid phase p the momentum balance is as follows
∂
∂t
(αpρpu⃗p) +∇ · (αpρpu⃗pu⃗p) =
− αp∇P −∇Pp +∇ · τ p + αpρpg⃗+
nph
j=1

R⃗jp + m˙jpu⃗jp − m˙pju⃗pj

+

F⃗p + F⃗lift,p + F⃗vm,p

(4.21)
4.2.2 Definition of Reynolds numbers
In the following sections and subsections different Reynolds numbers will be used,
depending on whether they are based on superficial velocity magnitude or rela-
tive velocity between phases, or employing either a generic, spheric, volumetric, or
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Sauter’s diameter. Therefore, it is better to define in this subsection the utilized
nomenclature for Reynolds definition. In general terms, the Reynolds number is
Reddsup =
ρf∥velocity∥ddd
µf
(4.22)
Where one or two subscripts may be used. When sup appears, the superficial
velocity magnitude is employed, whereas if it is omitted, the magnitude of the
relative velocity between phases (∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥) is applied. Regarding to dd, it varies
according to the type of diameter used:
- V : diameter of a sphere having the same volume than the particle.
- SV : Sauter’s diameter.
- P: diameter of a sphere, when the equation is valid only for spheres.
- p: generic diameter of the disperse phase.
It is more than obvious that the same nomenclature is valid for denoting particle
diameter even if this variable is used in other equation than Reynolds number.
Moreover, the subscriptmf can be used instead of sup for denoting the magnitude
of the superficial minimum fluidization velocity.
4.2.3 Ergun’s equation and minimum fluidization velocity
The Ergun’s equation (Ergun, 1952) is used not only for calculating the minimum
fluidization velocity, but also constitutes the basis of some drag models hereafter de-
scribed. This empirical correlation was developed in order to calculate the unrecov-
erable pressure drop through packed beds of identical particles. In 1900 O. Reynolds
proposed a formulation for the resistance offered by a fluid flowing through a packed
bed as the sum of two terms; one proportional to superficial velocity, and the other
one proportional to the fluid density and the squared velocity. Working out this
equation in the limits of zero and infinite velocity, and comparing these expressions
with the Darcy’s law, Ergun obtained that the linear term in the Reynolds’ for-
mulation is proportional to fluid viscosity. Also, based on other works he included
fluid volumetric fraction (called void fraction) and particle Sauter’s diameter (us-
ing specific superficial area, particle area/volume) in the two terms of the original
formulation, obtaining thus, a viscous term and a kinetic term. That is:
∆P
L
= k1
(1− αf )2
α3f
µfusup
d2SV
+ k2
(1− αf )
α3f
ρfu
2
sup
dSV
(4.23)
rearranging, and grouping,
∆P
L
d2SV
µfusup
α3f
(1− αf )2 = k1 + k2
ReSVsup
(1− αf ) (4.24)
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Therefore correlating the left side of Equation 4.24 with ReSVsup/(1−αf ) for 640
experimental points, Ergun obtained a straight line, and then could estimate k1 and
k2. Thus, he obtained:
∆P
L
= 150(1− αf )
2
α3f
µfusup
d2SV
+ 1.75(1− αf )
α3f
ρfu
2
sup
dSV
(4.25)
On the other hand, the minimum fluidization velocity can be calculated eval-
uating this equation at the onset of fluidization. Under this condition, the bed is
still packed but the pressure drop multiplied by bed superficial area is equal to the
weight of contained material and fluid. In other words,
∆P
L
= (1− αfmf )(ρp − ρf )g (4.26)
Then, combining it with Equation 4.25, replacing dSV with ψdV (being psi the
particle shape factor), and working out the resulting expression, it possible to obtain
(ρp − ρf )ρfgd3V
µ2f
= 150
(1− αfmf )
α3fmf
1
ψ2
ρfumfdV
µf
+ 1.75 1
α3
1
ψ

ρfumfdV
µf
2
(4.27)
4.2.4 Drag models
Many authors have tested different drag models evaluating their prediction capa-
bilities comparing pressure drop, solids profiles after a certain simulation time, or
bed expansion, with experimental results. Loha et al. (2012) studied the effect of
different drag models (Syamlal-O’Brien, Gidaspow, EMMS, and McKeen) on the
hydrodynamic behaviour of a bubbling fluidized bed, using 530µm diameter parti-
cles. This effect was analysed evaluating the vertical and horizontal time-averaged
solid profiles (in particular the ability of forming a core-annulus horizontal profile),
and the time-averaged velocity profiles of solid phase. They found that velocity and
solid profiles could be quite accurately predicted applying Gidaspow drag model.
In addition, acceptable predictions of the core-annulus behaviour could be obtained
when Gidaspow as well as Syaamlal drag models were utilized.
Compared with experimental information, they found that very accurate velocity
profile and quite good solid profiles where predicted when Gidaspow drag model was
applied, and the core-annulus behaviour could be accurately predicted by applying
Gidaspow as well as Syaamlal drag models.
On the other hand, Vejahati et al. (2009) performed 2D simulations of fluidized
beds containing particles of diameters between 230 µm and 300µm, and 2500 kg/m3
of density. They compared different drag models (Wen and Yu, Gidaspow, Di Felice,
Syamlal and O’Brien, and other three) with experimental information in terms of
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the prediction of bed expansion and pressure drop when each model was applied.
Moreover, they adjusted the Di Felice and the Syamlal and O’Brien models with
a method based on minimum fluidization velocity. In general, the authors did not
find significant differences among simulations done with different drag models for
predicting pressure drop at low air velocities (less than 7umf ). Nevertheless, except
when the adjusted models were applied, the bed expansion was under-estimated in
every simulated cases. Esmaili and Mahinpey (2011) extended the mentioned work
to a 3D grid, finding that the best bed expansion was predicted by the adjusted
Di Felice drag model. Furthermore, they concluded that although 3D simulation is
more computational-time expensive and requires more calculus power, their results
are more accurate.
In the present work the performance of three drag models was tested by means of
determining the minimum fluidization velocity of powders by means of simulation.
Gidaspow, Wen and Yu, and Mazzei and Lettieri models were examined: the first
two models are included among the models in ANSYS(R) Fluent, whereas the third
one was implemented through User Defined Funtion. In the following paragraphs
the tested models and their fundamentals will be described.
Wen and Yu’s drag model
Wen and Yu (1966) proposed a model based on the premise that in a multiparticle
system the drag forces acting on the particles are affected by the fluid volumetric
fraction within the bed. In this model the drag force acting on a constituent particle
of a suspension is calculated as the drag force acting on an isolated particle multiplied
by a correction factor, the voidage function.
Thus, in the equilibrium, the Newton’s second law applied to a particle in a
suspension gives
FD + FE − ρpVPg = 0 (4.28)
defining the voidage function as
f(αf ) =
FD
FDs
(4.29)
combining and rearranging
f(αf )FDs = (ρp − ρf )gVP (4.30)
Considering the definition of drag force as
FDs = CDs
1
2Apuρfu
2
sup (4.31)
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using the drag correlation for a single particle of Schiller and Naumann (taken by
the authors for its validity in all flow regimes),
CDs =

24
RePsup

1 + 0.15Re0.687Psup

RePsup ≤ 1000
0.44 RePsup > 1000
(4.32)
and solving for a sphere for RePsup ≤ 1000, it is obtained
FDs = πd2Pρfu2sup(3Re−1Psup + 0.45Re
−0.313
Psup ) (4.33)
then, substituting Equation 4.33 into 4.30, multiplying both sides by 6ρf/µ2f , and
rearranging it is possible to obtain the following expression
f(αf ) =
Ar
18RePsup + 2.7Re1.687Psup
(4.34)
where
ArP =
(ρp − ρf )ρfgd3P
µ2f
(4.35)
Plotting experimental data in terms of voidage function versus void fraction in
log-log scale, Wen and Yu obtained a straight line whose slope is -4.7. Hence, they
concluded that the voidage function has the following form:
f(αf ) = α−4.7f (4.36)
and the drag force acting on a constituent particle of a homogeneous suspension can
be expressed as
FD = FDsα−4.7f (4.37)
therefore, the drag coefficient is
CD = CDsα−4.7f (4.38)
On the other hand, by plotting α4.7f ArP as a function of Reynolds number, and
comparing it with experimental data, the authors found a deviation of ± 10 % and
a validity for a Reynolds number up to 1000. In addition, using a mean fluid
volumetric fraction for spheres at the onset of fluidization (αfmf=0.42) they arrived
to
ArP = 1060RePmf + 159Re1.687Pmf (4.39)
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In order to verify the validity of their correlation, Wen and Yu compared Equa-
tion 4.39 with the minimum fluidization velocity that can be calculated evaluating
Ergun’s equation at the onset of fluidization (Equation 4.27),
(ρp − ρf )ρfgd3V
µ2f  
ArV
= 150
(1− αfmf )
α3fmf
1
ψ2  
A
ρfumfdV
µf  
ReVmf
+1.75 1
α3
1
ψ  
B

ρfumfdV
µf
2
  
Re2Vmf
Correlating it with 134 experimental data, Wen and Yu obtained A=11 and
B=14, and a new expression for calculating the minimum fluidization velocity based
on Ergn’s equation:
ArV = 1650ReVmf + 24.5Re2Vmf (4.40)
Then, the authors found a standard deviation of 34 % and mean deviation of
± 25 % based on 234 data points, covering a ReVmf between 0.001 and 4000. More-
over, they verified that the values of the coefficients of both terms in Equation 4.40
are similar to those present in Equation 4.39 when applied only to spheres.
Momentum exchange coefficient based on Wen and Yu’s equations
Considering a homogeneous suspension and a fixed observer on the particles (i.e,
not moving with respect to them), the following relationships can be applied:
u⃗f =
u⃗sup
αf
u⃗p = 0⃗ ∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥ = usup
αf
then
usup = αf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥ (4.41)
The Reynolds number based on superficial velocity for a given diameter of the
disperse phase "p" is redefined as follows
Repsup =
ρfdpαf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥
µf
(4.42)
that is
Repsup = αfRep (4.43)
Summarizing, on the basis of the Schiller and Naumann drag correlation for a
single particle in a suspension employed by Wen and Yu and their voidage function,
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and replacing the Reynolds number with its previously mentioned redefinition, the
following drag equation can be written for a spherical particle:
CDs =
3
RePαf

1 + 0.15(RePαf )0.687

(4.44)
therefore, combining Equations 4.31, 4.37, and 4.41 the drag force acting on a
constituent spherical particle of a multiparticle system is
FD =
π
8d
2
Pρf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥2CDsα−2.7f (4.45)
By multiplying by the number of particles in the phase per unit of total volume,
nP =
αp
VP
(4.46)
this force can be extended to the entire disperse phase. In addition, rewriting FD
in the vectorial form, the drag force per unit of total volume is obtained. That is,
nP F⃗D =
3
4
ρfαp∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥
dP
CDsα
−2.7
f (u⃗f − u⃗p) (4.47)
then, if this drag force is multiplied by the fluid volumetric fraction in order to be
consistent with the multi-fluid model, it can be compared with the drag exchange
between fluid and disperse phases
R⃗fp = Kfp(u⃗f − u⃗p) (4.48)
hence, the momentum exchange coefficient using the Wen and Yu’s voidage function
is
Kfp =
3
4
ρfαfαp∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥
dP
CDsα
−2.7
f (4.49)
where CDs is calculated with Schiller and Naumann correlation (Equation 4.44).
ANSYS(R) Fluent implements the Wen and Yu based momentum exchange co-
efficient with a slight modification: instead of using Wen and Yu’s voidage function,
it applies the one found by Richardson and Zaki for terminal Reynolds number less
than 0.2. Thence, momentum exchange coefficient based on the Wen and Yu’s work
is calculated by Fluent as follows:
Kfp =
3
4
αpαfρf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥
dP
CDsα
−2.65
f (4.50)
where
CDs =
24
αfReP

1 + 0.15(αfReP )0.687

(4.51)
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Gidaspow’s momentum exchange coefficient
Gidaspow (1986) suggested the application of a momentum exchange coefficient as
a combination of Ergun’s equation and Wen and Yu based coefficient depending on
the fluid volumetric fraction. Moreover, he adapted Ergun’s equation in order to
be applied in the hydrodynamic model employed by means of the following simple
steps. By comparing the gas momentum balance (with no acceleration and negligible
acceleration gravity),
0 = −αf ∂P
∂y
+Kpf (upy − ufy) (4.52)
and the Ergun’s equation (Equation 4.25 in combination with Equation 4.41), it
can be obtained a momentum exchange coefficient applicable for αf less than 0.8.
Summarizing, the Gidaspow’s model for a sphere is the following:
Kfp =

150
α2p
αf
µf
d2P
+ 1.75αp∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥ρf
dP
if αf < 0.8
3
4
αpαfρf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥
dP
CDsα
−2.65
f if αf ≥ 0.8
(4.53)
where CDs is calculated with Schiller and Naumann’s correlation (Equation 4.44).
Mazzei and Lettieri’s momentum exchange coefficient
Mazzei and Lettieri (2007) developed a momentum exchange coefficient for fluidized
systems of uniformly dispersed spherical particles based on the empirical correlation
of Richardson and Zaki for bed expansion,
ut
usup
= α−nf (4.54)
and Dallavalle’s correlation for drag coefficient of a single particle. They found an
expression consistent with Richardson and Zaki correlation and valid for all fluid
dynamic regimes, and any value of fluid volumetric fraction.
Kpf =
αfρf∥u⃗f − u⃗p∥αp
dP
3
4CDsφML (4.55)
where
φML =
C∗Ds
CDs
α
2(1−n)
f (4.56)
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being, respectively, CDs and C∗Ds, the particle drag and terminal drag coefficient,
calculated with Dallavalle’s correlation
CDs =

0.63 + 4.8(αfReP )−0.5
2
(4.57)
C∗Ds =

0.63 + 4.8(Re∗P )−0.5
2
(4.58)
n the Richardson and Zaki exponent
n = 4.8 + 0.42Re
∗
P
0.75
1 + 0.175Re∗P 0.75
(4.59)
and the Reynolds number redefined as
Re∗P =
ReP
αn−1f
(4.60)
It is worthy to point out that the works of Wen and Yu, and Mazzei and Lettieri
are based on non-cohesive expansed fluidized beds, whereas the Ergun’s work is
based on packed beds. In other words, while the voidage function obtained by Wen
and Yu is comparable with the Richardson and Zaki correlation (Equation 4.54),
and Mazzei and Lettieri’s corrective factor is consistent with this correlation, the
Ergun’s equation is based only on pressure drop through a packed bed.
4.2.5 Kinetic Theory of Granular Flow (KTGF)
In a few words, the KTGF is an adaptation of the classical theory of non-uniform
dense gases to granular flows, by making an analogy between the random motion
of particles and the thermal motion of molecules in a gas. Therefore, equations
accounting for the energy associated with fluctuation motion of particles are used
for depicting how the solid phase behaves.
In similar manner that thermodynamic temperature is associated with the kinetic
energy of a gas (translational, rotational, or vibrational), the KTGF defines the
granular temperature which accounts for the particle random motion. This model
considers that the solid viscosity and stress are function of the granular temperature,
which in turn is a function of time and space.
Thus, the transport equation derived from this theory is:
3
2

∂
∂t
(ρpαpΘp) +∇ · (ρpαpu⃗pΘp)

=

−PpI + τ p

: ∇u⃗p +∇ · (kΘp∇Θp)− γΘ + φfp
(4.61)
where
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Θp is the granular temperature,

−PpI + τ p

: ∇u⃗p is the generation of energy by
the solid stress tensor; ∇ · (kΘp∇Θp) is the conduction due to gradient of granular
temperature; (kΘp is the diffusion coefficient); γΘ is the collisional dissipation of
energy, and φfp is the energy exchange between the f th fluid (or solid) phase and
the pth solid phase.
In the calculation of the right hand terms are involved the restitution coefficient
(which is the ratio of speeds of two particles after and before an impact) and the
radial distribution function (g0,pp). This function takes into in account the increment
on the number of collisions when the solids volumetric fraction approximates to a
maximum value (αp,max, the maximum packing limit) for an arrangement of spherical
particles. Depending on the adopted model (for mixtures or single solid phase), these
particles may be either with the same or different diameter.
Further information about the basis of the KGTF and its applications can be
found in Gidaspow (1994), Gidaspow et al. (2004), Jiradilok et al. (2006), Jung et al.
(2006), Patiño-Palacios et al. (2010), Asegehegn et al. (2012), and other related
literature. In the present work the KGTF was applied as it was described in the
ANSYS(R) Fluent 13 Theory Guide (2010).
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Chapter 5
Experimental setup and
determinations
5.1 Adsorbent characterization
5.1.1 Minimum fluidization velocity
Wheat bran purchased in the local market was fluidized in the L35b fluidized bed
described in Section 5.3 in order to measure its minimum fluidization velocity. The
air flow rate was varied from 25 to 100 m3/h (0.05 to 0.28 m/s, after normalization),
and pressure drops were measured.
5.1.2 Density and maximum water content
Bran absolute density was measured by means of a BET equipment in nitrogen
picnometer modality (Micromeritics ASAP 2010). In this technique, after removing
the air present in a test tube the volume occupied by nitrogen is measured. Then
a small quantity of bran is poured in the tube, and dried under vacuum during
one day. Once the adsorbent is completely dried, nitrogen is injected again and its
volume is measured. Finally the adsorbent volume is calculated as the difference
between the volumes occupied by nitrogen in the test tube without and with the
material. Thus the weight of the material in the test tube, and its volume suffice for
the determination of the adsorbent absolute density. In addition, the measurement
precision is: 5×10−5 cm3 for volume and 5×10−5 g for weight. Moreover, bran bulk
density was determined by simply filling a 40 mL beaker with bran and weighting
it.
On the other hand, the maximum water content of bran, defined as the maximum
mass of water that the adsorbent can retain (considering the particle surface as well
as internal pores) per unit of mass of dried material, was calculated saturating a
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certain amount of bran in water and calculating the weight difference between wet
material and dried material. That is, after weighting a volume of 40 mL (Vbeaker) of
bran inside of a beaker (mA) first, it was filled with water up to fill the 40 mL of
bran, and weighted again (mw+A). Once the bran was completely wet and practically
immersed under water (always paying particular attention to not exceed the 40 mL
of volume), the remaining water was poured into another beaker, and the first beaker
containing only wet solid was weighted (mA−hum). Finally, the following equations
were used to obtain the maximum water content and water weight fraction of wet
solid (Cw and ww, respectively):
mw = mw+A −mA (5.1)
ρb =
mA
Vbeaker
(5.2)
Cw =
mw−hum
mA
(5.3)
ww =
mA−hum −mA
mA−hum
(5.4)
The previous procedure was repeated five times for statistical purposes, and
confidence intervals (CI) were calculated with 95 % of confidence.
5.1.3 Particle size distribution and equivalent diameters
Particle size distribution:
Bran particle size distribution was obtained by means of shaking the samples in
sieves for about 4 hours, using an ATSM sieves set. In order to check the repro-
ducibility, two samples were sieved. With this method, only the mesh-diameter dis-
tribution was obtained (surface diameter). Since bran particles have planar shape,
particle thickness was obtained by means of a photographic method. It consisted
in placing the particles perpendicular to a piece of graph paper, holding them with
forceps, and photographing them with a digital photo-camera. After that, the pho-
tos were analysed by means of a graphic software, measuring the length in pixels of
one millimetre marked in the graph paper. Then, it was measured the thickness of
bran particles in pixels, and finally, this last value was converted to millimetres.
In order to roughly estimate the particle distribution in terms of minimum flu-
idization velocity and Geldart’s classification of each class, Sauter diameter, shape
factor and volumetric diameter were calculated, assuming particles with circular
shape and diameter equal to mesh-diameter. The minimum fluidization velocity
was calculated applying Ergun’s equation.
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Equivalent diameter for fluidization (EDF)
For simulation purposes not only information about density is necessary, but also
an estimation of an equivalent diameter for fluidization, as well as the maximum
packaging limit. For calculating the EDF the Ergun’s equation with Wen and Yu
constants was adopted applying the constants proposed by Wen and Yu for shape
and porosity.
Therefore, working out Equation 4.40 the following expression is obtained:
ρA =
1650umfµai
g
1
d2eq
+
24.5u2mfρai
g
1
deq
+ ρai , (5.5)
and solving this equation with bran bulk density, experimental minimum fluidization
velocity, ρai = 1.225 kg/m3, and µai=1.7894.10−5 Pa s, the EDF (deq) was obtained.
In addition, the bran maximum packing limit was determined as the relation
between bulk density and absolute density. That is:
αA,max =
ρb
ρabs
. (5.6)
5.2 Food materials characterization
Fresh food material was purchased in the local market, and cut in pieces as regular
as possible when it was necessary, such as discs or slabs (dimensions are described in
Table 8.3 together with results). Lyophilized material was obtained by vacuum freeze
drying in a small-size industrial apparatus (LyoBeta 25TM by Telstar, Terrassa,
Spain), using the same conditions for every food material (Table 5.1). Furthermore,
food particle geometrical characteristics, density, and maximum packaging limit
were measured applying different methods. For further references the following
codes for food material were assigned1:
– CAf : fresh carrot
– CAa and CAb: lyophilized carrot
– POa and POd: lyophilized potato
– POb and POc: fresh potato
– PEa and PEc: lyophilized pea
– PEb: partially-lyophilized pea
– PEf : fresh pea
1Different codes were assigned to materials with different dimensions or purchased in separated
dates.
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Particle volumes and superficial areas were calculated using the mean of their
linear dimensions (diameter, thick, etc), and applying the corresponding formulas
according to their shape. In addition, particle specific area, needed in simulation
when heat and mass transfer processes are involved, was obtained by its definition,
that is, the ratio particle area to its volume.
Equivalent sphere diameters and shape factors were calculated applying equa-
tions 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. Sauter diameter and sphericity are of particular interest,
since the former was used for drag coefficient calculations in CFD simulations, and
the latter property was taken into account for analysis in segregation experiments.
dS =

SP
π
 1
2
(5.7)
dV =
6VP
π
 1
3
(5.8)
ψ =

dV
dS
2
(5.9)
On the other hand, fresh product density was calculated by means of picnometric
techniques whereas lyophilized material densities were obtained deducting the evap-
orated water from the fresh product values, assuming negligible shrinkage. That
is,
ρPlyo = ρPfresh
mP1
mP0
(5.10)
As it was previously said for bran, maximum packaging limit of food is required
as well for simulation proposes. However, since food particles are appreciably greater
than adsorbent ones, this property was estimated with a different method: a 40 mL
beaker was filled with food particles, and weighted. Then, the maximum packaging
limit was obtained as follows:
αP,max =
mP
ρPVbaker
(5.11)
Table 5.1: Cycle conditions used for food lyophilization.
Code Material Freezing Press. Primary drying Secundary drying
code T (◦C), t (h) P (Pa) T (◦C), P (Pa), t (h) T (◦C), P (Pa), t (h)
LY01 CAb -50,16 10 -5, 10, 15.0 25, 10, 24.0
LY02 PEc -50,16 10 -5, 10, 13.8 25, 10, 30.3
-5, 20, 18.2
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5.3 Experimental fluidized beds
According to the characteristics of each performed test, different fluidized beds were
utilized. Experiments for the first simulation verifications were carried out in a small
fluidized bed (L13b) allowing to run rapid simulations using small grids, whereas
segregation experiments were done in a fluidized bed (L35b) as well as in a spout-
fluid bed (L20spjet) recording them with a photographic camera set in video mode
for later analysis. Moreover, an intermediate size fluidized bed (L20b) was used
particularly in part of channelling description.
5.3.1 35 cm sided bubbling fluidized bed (L35b)
In this apparatus air is injected into the bed via a gas distributor consisting of a
squared perforated plate of 35x35 cm (Figure 5.1). The air flow is measured with
a graduated flow-meter, and converted into N m3/h applying a calibration curve
which considers atmospheric pressure, air temperature, and characteristics of the
flow-meter. Moreover, pressure drop is measured by means of a water manometer
opened to the atmosphere, whose lowest pressure transducer is placed 11.5 cm above
the bed bottom.
Figure 5.1: 35 cm sided fluidized bed.
5.3.2 13 cm sided bubbling fluidized bed (L13b)
In this apparatus air is injected into the bed via a gas distributor consisting of a
squared perforated plate of 13x13 cm. In addition, it posses one wall completely
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made of plexiglass, allowing to observe the material inside and its fluidization.
5.3.3 20 cm sized bubbling fluidized bed (L20b)
In this apparatus air is injected into the bed via a gas distributor consisting of
a squared perforated plate of 20x20 cm (Figure 5.2). In addition, it posses one
wall completely made of plexiglass, allowing to observe the material inside and its
fluidization.
Figure 5.2: 20 cm sided fluidized bed.
5.3.4 Modified jet-spouted bed (L20spjet)(spout-fluid bed)
The hybrid spouted bed has (also called “spout-fluid bed”), in addition to its central
air jet, lateral air injectors in the bed bottom (Figure 5.3). These injectors avoids
the accumulation of bigger material in the bed bottom.
Figure 5.3: 20 cm hybrid spouted bed.
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5.4 Further analysis on bran fluidization behaviour
5.4.1 Channeling analysis
Aiming to obtain a qualitative description and quantitative data about the behaviour
of a binary mixture in the 35 cm sided fluidized bed, videos were taken while doing
fluidization experiments, through a plexiglass window placed on the upper part of
the bed. Then, these videos were analysed frame by frame and information about
bed height, number of frontal channels, and variation of these variables during the
fluidization at different velocities was taken.
To get the qualitative information, first of all, frontal bed height was measured
every about 5 seconds, and mean frontal bed height was calculated. Then, an
horizontal line for channels counting was defined at lmc=0.88, where:
lmc =
hmc
hbed
(5.12)
The number of frontal channels was counted at hmc, assuming that what is
happening at the front is in somehow a representation of what it is taking place in
the rest of the fluidized bed. By visual inspection, this can be considered valid for
velocities at least u>1.7umfA.
Another series of three experiments was performed in the L20b fluidized bed
using a binary mixture of lyophilized carrots and bran. During the fluidization,
videos were taken through bed plexiglass frontal wall for frame by frame analysis.
These experiments were done at three air superficial velocities, 1.7 u/umfA, 2.2
u/umfA, and 2.6 u/umfA, with the scope of obtaining a general idea about the
behaviour of channels formation and solid phases interaction. Although there would
be some differences concerning to channels length, or their diameters between a 35
cm sided and 20 cm sided fluidized beds, the main idea was to better observe the
channelling phenomenology already seen in the upper part of the 35 cm sided bed.
5.4.2 Pressure drop
Scoping to measure the pressure drop during channel generation and collapse of
wheat bran in a fluidized bed, experiments in a small 6.5 cm diameter cylindrical
bed were carried out (Figure 5.4, L065b for further references). For this purpose
the bed was filled with 160 g of bran, air velocities ranging between 0.46 and 1.26
m/s were utilized, and pressure was measured using a water manometer. The small
diameter of the fluidized bed was particularly chosen since it allows the formation
of only one channel with the used wheat bran.
In order to obtain better information of the variations of the pressure drop during
the channels formation and collapse, videos were taken during the experimentation,
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for further frame by frame analysis.
Figure 5.4: 6.5 cm diameter fluidized bed (L065b).
5.5 Mixing and segregation
5.5.1 A novel way for evaluating segregation: The Three
Thirds Segregation Indexes Set
As it was previously mentioned in Section 3.5.1, the presented segregation indexes
do not describe the shape of the segregation profile. In addition, according to the
results of the tests described in Section 10.1 they sometimes give not completely
accurate results in particular when central segregation is present or the number of
experimental layers varies for exactly the same segregation pattern.
Therefore, instead of using only one quantity to evaluate segregation, it is pro-
posed a new set of indexes, synthetically measuring the distribution of the material
of interest along the bed and the segregation level. Thus, when getting a general
idea by comparison of two or more experiments is intended, the first value to be
considered is the segregation level, while if the intention is to observe the influence
of certain variable on the segregation profile, the variation of the whole set of indexes
should be taken into account.
Consequently, the Three Thirds Segregation Set of Indexes (TTSIS) is defined
as:
TTSIS = [pI , pM , pS]ℵ2 (5.13)
where pI is the Bottom Third Indicator, pM is the Middle Third Indicator, pS is
the Top Third Indicator, and ℵ2 is the Segregation Level. Defining Fq(h∗) as the
accumulated mass of material of interest "q" in function of dimensionless bed height
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from the bottom (h∗), these three indicators are calculated as follows:
pI =
Fq

1
3

mqT
(5.14)
pM =
Fq

2
3

− Fq

1
3

mqT
(5.15)
pS =
mqT − Fq

2
3

mqT
(5.16)
and
ℵ2 = max(pI , pM , pS)−min(pI , pM , pS) (5.17)
thus, the extreme values and their meanings are described in Table 5.2. Naturally,
rather than these extreme situations, in experimental work it is more usual finding
intermediate distribution patterns. In Appendix A, Table A.1 shows the adopted
criteria for classifying the intermediate cases, establishing the numerical bands for
each indicator.
During the experimental work, this criteria was implemented by means of a
computational code in Python and the classification of each experimental case was
automatically obtained in the course of the results post-processing stage. The bands
adopted for the classification of the different segregation types were arbitrary fixed
on the basis of several experimental experiences. Therefore, if a rapid idea about
the distribution of the product of interest along the bed and the segregation degree
is wanted, knowing the Segregation Level (ℵ2) and the Segregation Type is enough.
Table 5.2: TTSIS extreme values.
pI pM pS ℵ2 Meaning
0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 Pure Uniform distribution
0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 Full Top Segregation
0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 Full Central Segregation
1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Full Bottom Segregation
0.50 0.00 0.50 0.50 Pure V-Segregation
The most important advantages of the TTSIS are that it directly gives an in-
tuitive idea about the segregation profile, it captures in somehow the shape of the
distribution curve, and it is simple to be calculated. However, its main disadvantage
is the fact that the volume occupied by the product of interest cannot be greater
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than one third of the bed volume, or incoherent results would be obtained (like a
TTSIS of the form [pI>0,pM>0,pS<1] for a full top segregation). Anyway, since a
good contact between adsorbent and product should be guaranteed the volumetric
fraction of the food material in AFD applications will be always less than 0.33, and
the TTSIS can be applied.
5.5.2 General assumption for bed height estimation
In segregation experiments that will be described in Section 5.5.4, each layer of the
fluidized bed was taken by vacuuming and its thickness was estimated as a fraction
of the total bed height proportionally to the total mass in the layer. This calculus
is valid as long as the solid phase bulk density of the layer is approximately equal
to the solid phase bulk density of the entire bed. Mathematically that is,
msT = (αATρA + αPTρP )hbedAsup (5.18)
msi = (αAiρA + αPiρP )∆hiAsup (5.19)
then,
msi
msT
= (αAiρA + αPiρP )∆hi(αATρA + αPTρP )hbed
(5.20)
thus, if αATρA + αPTρP ∼= αAiρA + αPiρP ∀i,
msi
msT
= ∆hi
hbed
(5.21)
The preceding assumption would no longer be valid if the void fraction along
the bed were non-uniform, or the solids bulk density varied because of considerably
differences in the mixture composition. Nevertheless, since during the vacuuming
operation the bed is in settled state, it can be said that the differences in compaction
of the adsorbent have quite reduced effect on bulk solids density. Furthermore, as
the utilized foodstuff concentrations are very low, their influence in the solids bulk
density is negligible. Therefore, the uniform distribution of solids bulk density can
be assumed.
5.5.3 Theoretical test of segregation indexes
In order to investigate the influence on segregation indices of two experimental fac-
tors, the number of layers and the layer actual height, and the general assumption
of constant solids density along all the bed (Section 5.5.2 and Equation 5.51), a
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mathematical test was performed, considering an hypothetical fluidized bed con-
taining a mixture of 12 kg of bran and 87.8 g of lyophilized carrot discs. Four kinds
of segregation patterns were forced distributing the food material in different ways
along the bed (Table 5.2), and all the other variables were calculated, considering
not only the mass distribution of bran and carrots and their volumetric fractions,
but also the space occupied by air (void fraction). Then, the number of layers, layer
thickness, and solids density were varied, and mass balances were solved for each
case in order to obtain a coherent mass distribution. For full top as well as full
bottom segregation, it was imposed that all the food material concentrates in the
upper and lower layers respectively, whereas for central segregation, it was set a
concentration in the two middle layers. For V-segregation, it was assumed that one
half of the mass of carrots concentrates in the top layer, and the other half in the
bottom one. Regarding to the fluidized bed, it was assumed a volume of 0.0482 m3
and a sectional area of 0.1225 m2.
General equations
A mass distribution vector (P⃗dis) of dimension nlyr (nlyr: number of layers), was
defined in order to impose the product distribution along the bed. The value of each
component of P⃗dis was varied between 0 and 1, according to the type of segregation
supposed. Then, the mass of product in each layer is calculated with the following
expression,
mPi = mPTPdis,i (5.22)
Depending on the type of segregation profile evaluated, the elements of the mass
distribution vector were fixed as shown in Table 5.3.
The overall bulk density of solid phase,
αSTρST = αATρA + αPTρP (5.23)
where,
αAT = mATρAVT and αPT =
mPT
ρPVT
(5.24)
Depending on the factor studied, the mass of adsorbent and volume of each layer
were calculated applying different equations described in the following subsections.
Number of layers
The mathematical test was performed supposing 2, 6, 10 and 100 vacuumed layers.
Despite the last value is not realistic, it was considered aiming to know what would
happen in the limit.
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Table 5.3: Imposed values of the elements of the product mass distribution
vector according to the segregation pattern studied.
Segregation type Pdis,i =
Full Bottom

1 i = 1
0 i > 1
Full Top

1 i = nlyr
0 i < nlyr
Full Central

0.5 i = nlyr2
0.5 i = nlyr2 + 1
0 ∀i /= nlyr2 AND i /= nlyr2 + 1
Pure V

0.5 i = 1
0.5 i = nlyr
0 1 < i < nlyr
Uniform
 1
nlyr
∀i
When only the effect of the number of hypothetical vacuumed layers was evalu-
ated, that is, ideal cases without variations in the solids bulk density along the bed
and layers with equal thickness, the layer volume (Vi), and the total mass of solids
and mass of adsorbent in each layer (mST ), were calculated as follows:
Vi =
VT
nlyr
(5.25)
mT i = ρSTαSTVi (5.26)
mAi = mT i −mPi (5.27)
Non-uniform distribution of solids bulk density
In order to evaluate how segregation indexes are affected by different solids bulk
densities along the bed, i.e. a no uniform solid density distribution, variations on
solids bulk density of each layer with respect to the overall bed solids bulk density
were applied. For this end, a variation factor, kco, defined as the ratio between the
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solids bulk density of a single layer (ρSi) to the total solids bulk density (ρST ). This
factor was varied by means of two straight lines with positive and negative slope
intercepting in a maximum value at the bed center, considering that if there was a
variation of the solids bulk density, the maximum of compaction would be located in
the central layers. This assumption was made on the basis of the observations made
during the experimental work, which in some cases presented a top zone with less
compacted material and a bottom zone with evidences of more expanded material
with product displacement.
Moreover, the kco maximum value was imposed for the test (kco,max), whereas its
minimum value was calculated as the reciprocal of this maximum.
Therefore, the solved equations were the following,
kco =
αSiρSi
αSTρST
(5.28)
kco,min =
1
kco,max
(5.29)
ce = ⌈nlyr2 ⌉+ 1 (5.30)
The slopes of the curves for density variations were obtained with
γ1 =
kco,max − kco,min
ce − 1 (5.31)
γ2 =
kco,min − kco,max
nlyr − ce (5.32)
Thus,
kco,i =

γ1(i− 1) + kco,min i < ce
kco,max i = ce
γ2(i− ce) + kco,max i > ce
(5.33)
Then, the overall solids bulk density is calculated applying Equation 5.23, the
mass of product in each layer is determined by Equation 5.22, and the layer volume
is given by Equation 5.25. Further, the variations in the solids bulk density in each
layer were introduced through a two steps procedure. In the first step, the prod-
uct and adsorbent volumetric fractions are estimated by the hereunder expressions,
where αAi is derived by combining Equations 5.23 and 5.28.
αPi0 =
mPi
ρPVi
(5.34)
αAi0 =
kco,iαSTρST − αPiρP
ρA
(5.35)
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The mass of adsorbent and the total mass of solids in each layer are given by:
mAi0 = αAi0ρAVi (5.36)
mSi0 = mAi0 +mPi (5.37)
Since kco,i is a discrete function of the layer number, the total mass of adsorbent
in the bed obtained applying this factor might not be the total mass of adsorbent
imposed in the beginning (12 kg). Consequently, the overall mass fraction of prod-
uct may change, producing an alteration in the variables involved in those indexes
involving mass fractions (M index and "s" index), and causing an invalidation of
the comparisons between cases where constant solids density was supposed and the
current cases. Therefore, as a second step in the calculation of the mass of adsorbent
in each layer, the values previously obtained were verified and corrected as follows:
mATc =

i
mAi0 (5.38)
mAadd = mAT −mATc (5.39)
if mAadd > 0, then :
mA(ce−1) = mA(ce−1)0 + 0.5mAadd
mA(ce+1) = mA(ce+1)0 + 0.5mAadd
if mAadd < 0, then :
mA1 = mA10 + 0.5mAadd
mAnlyr = mAnlyr + 0.5mAadd
(5.40)
Thus, the final values of volumetric fractions of adsorbent, food product, and air
are obtained as follows:
αPi =
mPi
ρPVi
(5.41)
αAi =
mAi
ρAVi
(5.42)
αai = 1− (αAi + αPi) (5.43)
As in these cases all the layers were considered with the same thickness, it was
calculated with the following equation:
∆hi =
hbed
nlyr
(5.44)
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Then, the values applied for kco,max in the present test were 1.025 and 1.05,
assuming that in an actual case, if there were differences in the solids bulk density
along the bed, they should not be greater than 5 %. This assumption is based
in experimental observations, where even at low air velocity the adsorbent on the
middle layers is more or less expanded because of the air passing by.
Variation of layer thickness
Since the layer thickness and bed height are independent variables directly or in-
directly utilized for evaluating the three tested segregation indexes (TTSIS, M and
"s"), it is of special importance to consider what would be the effect on them if
the layers had different thickness than hbed/nlyr. Therefore, the Top, Central, and
Bottom layers thickness was varied in ±40 % with respect to the other ones, which
were maintained with the same thickness. In order to do that, a primary thickness
distribution vector (⃗hdis0) was defined with nlyr components equal to 1. Then, after
changing one of the elements of the the primary vector depending on the layer set as
different (Table 5.4), a thickness distribution vector (⃗hdis) was defined normalizing
the primary one. Finally, the layer thickness and volume were calculated multiply-
ing each element of the thickness distribution vector by the total bed height and
volume, respectively.
Table 5.4: Variations applied to layer thickness and values given to the different
elements of the primary thickness distribution vector.
Modified layer h⃗dis0 component Value
Top nlyr 1.4
Top nlyr 0.6
Central ⌈nlyr2 ⌉ 1.4
Central ⌈nlyr2 ⌉ 0.6
Bottom 1 1.4
Bottom 1 0.6
For the normalization of the primary distribution vector, the sum of its elements
was calculated first,
Su =

i
hdis0,i (5.45)
then, the thickness distribution vector was determined as
h⃗dis =
h⃗dis0
Su
(5.46)
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Therefore, the layer thickness and volume were obtained with the following equa-
tions:
∆hi = hdis,ihbed (5.47)
Vi = hdis,iVT (5.48)
Hence, the masses of adsorbent and product, and foodstuff and adsorbent volume
fractions are calculated with the procedure previously described (with kco,max = 1 if
density variations were not considered).
Criteria applied for evaluating the M index
As in the considered binary mixtures in the present work the lighter component, the
food product, is at the same time the larger one, it is not possible to stablish a priori
whether it will tend to sink or float. Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate the M
index in terms of jetsam as it was originally defined. However, since the component
of interest expected to segregate is the food material and its overall mass fraction is
quite low, the M index was not evaluated in terms of concentrations of the jetsam,
but in terms of the mass fraction of foodstuff. Anyway, the meaning of the index
remains the same. In addition, as "upper" part of the bed it was considered its upper
40 %.
Adaptation of the "s" index
Since the numerator and denominator of Equation 3.2 (assuming the solid phase bulk
density along the bed is approximately constant) were originally formulated for cell
analysis from a grid, they had to be adapted for layer analysis. Then, working out
the original equations (3.5 and 3.6), it is obtained:
⟨hlarge⟩ =

imPihi
mPT
(5.49)
⟨hsmall⟩ =

imAihi
mAT
(5.50)
where hi is the height from the distributor to the layer center i, mPi and mAi
represent, respectively, the mass of food product and adsorbent in the layer i, and
mPT and mAT mean the total mass of product and adsorbent in the bed.
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5.5.4 Experiments
Different homogeneously mixed binary mixtures containing bran and lyophilized
food materials were utilized to evaluate the effect of particle shape, concentration,
fluidization time, food density and air velocity on segregation. With the scope of
verifying the general validity of the applied methods for evaluating the effect of air
superficial velocity on segregation, an experiment series was carried out with no
homogeneously mixed mixtures,
In order to investigate the food particles displacement during the fluidization,
part of food particles were marked as tracers in some experiments. Two kinds
of tracers were differentiated with different colours: Top Tracers (initially in the
upper third of the bed), and Bottom Tracers (initially in the lowest third of the
bed). TTSIS was also calculated for tracer particles, allowing an easy and simple
description of the foodstuff movement during the process.
Furthermore, based on the results of the previous experiments and the study
of bran behaviour during fluidization at different velocities (Channel Generation
and Collapse Cycle and Food Particles Transport Mechanisms), the spouted-jet bed
(L20spjet) was applied in some experiments. However, for this kind of experiments it
was needed to know first the maximum allowed air velocity avoiding the expulsion of
bran by the bed top caused by the bed fountain. Therefore, only one concentration
of food material was used (1/20 fresh product to bran mass ratio), the maximum
allowed air velocity, and 20 minutes of fluidization time.
Fluidization time and layer vacuuming
Except for experiments starting with inhomogeneous mixtures or special tests for
evaluating the effect of time on segregation, the applied fluidization time was 20
minutes for experiments performed in the fluidized bed (L35b) as well as in the
spouted-jet bed (L20spjet). Once elapsed the fluidization time, the air supply was
rapidly shut off, then the mixture was collected in six layers by means of a vacuum
cleaner and sieved. Then, adsorbent and food material were weighted separately in
order to know their concentration in each layer.
Although the thickness of each layer was roughly measured during the vacuum
operation in order to obtain as regular as possible layers, some difficulties arose
during the vacuuming procedure. Therefore, layer thickness was estimated with the
following formula for results processing (assuming the solid phase bulk density along
the bed is approximately constant):
∆hi =
mAi +mPi
mA +mP
hbed (5.51)
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Performed experiments and utilized nomenclature
Each experiment was identified with an alphanumeric code like aaannnnRbbtee,
where: aaa is the food material code; nnnn is the theoretical u/umfA multiplied
by 100; bb is the denominator of fresh product to adsorbent ratio corresponding
to the lyophilized material-bran mixture; ee is the fluidization time in minutes. In
Table 5.5 are listed all performed experiments in the L35b fluidized bed, their ID,
lyophilized material concentration, velocity, and air flow, while in Table 5.6 are listed
all experiments carried out in the L20spjet. In order to differentiate the latter from
the former ones, the suffix "L20spjet" was added to their nomenclature.
On the other hand, for results analysis of experiments carried out in the L35b,
since the difference between theoretical u/umfA and the actual one is negligible, the
theoretical velocities ratio was considered.
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Table 5.5: Conditions for lyophilized material-bran experiments performed in
the L35b fluidized bed.
Experiment ID Air flow (m3/h) Material wPT u/umfA
POd0260R40t20 210 lyophilized potato 0.0046 2.75
POd0170R40t20 130 lyophilized potato 0.0046 1.70
POd0150R40t20 120 lyophilized potato 0.0046 1.54
POa0150R40t10 120 lyophilized potato 0.0035 1.47
POa0150R80t10 120 lyophilized potato 0.0016 1.47
POa0170R40t10 140 lyophilized potato 0.0036 1.82
POa0170R80t10 140 lyophilized potato 0.0017 1.71
PEb0260R20t20 200 partially lyophilized pea 0.0138 2.57
PEb0170R80t20 140 partially lyophilized pea 0.0039 1.75
PEa0260R20t20 200 lyophilized pea 0.0093 2.57
PEa0260R80t20 200 lyophilized pea 0.0023 2.56
PEc0230R20t20 175 lyophilized pea 0.0109 2.42
PEc0190R20t20 145 lyophilized pea 0.0109 1.93
PEa0150R20t20 120 lyophilized pea 0.0089 1.49
PEa0150R80t20 120 lyophilized pea 0.0024 1.49
CAa0260R20t20 200 lyophilized carrot 0.0069 2.60
CAa0260R40t20 200 lyophilized carrot 0.0033 2.60
CAa0260R80t20 200 lyophilized carrot 0.0012 2.59
CAb0190R20t20 145 lyophilized carrot 0.0053 1.85
CAa0170R20t20 140 lyophilized carrot 0.0060 1.75
CAa0170R40t20 140 lyophilized carrot 0.0032 1.76
CAa0170R80t20 140 lyophilized carrot 0.0014 1.76
CAa0150R20t20 120 lyophilized carrot 0.0067 1.50
CAa0150R40t20 120 lyophilized carrot 0.0034 1.49
CAa0150R80t20 120 lyophilized carrot 0.0013 1.50
CAb0150R20t40 120 lyophilized carrot 0.0053 1.57
CAb0170R20t40 130 lyophilized carrot 0.0053 1.66
CAb0260R20t40 200 lyophilized carrot 0.0053 2.69
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Table 5.6: Conditions for lyophilized material-bran experiments performed in
the L20spjet spouted-jet bed.
Experiment ID Air flow (m3/h) Material wPT u (m/s)
PEcR20L20spjet 37 lyophilized pea 0.0109 0.51
PEfR20L20spjet 37 fresh pea 0.0500 0.51
CAbR20L20spjet 37 lyophilized carrot 0.0053 0.51
CAdR20L20spjet 37 fresh carrot 0.0500 0.51
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Chapter 6
Computational details
6.1 Preliminary simulations of sand fluidized beds
6.1.1 Preliminary coarse simulation
As a first preliminary test for comparing experimental bed behaviour and simulation
results, sand fluidization was simulated. Then, its predictions were compared with
sand fluidization experiments in the L13b.
The superficial velocity used in both simulations and experiments was 1.18 m/s,
and simulations were carried out in a 2D grid with squared cells of∆x= 0.001 m. For
granular temperature the algebric model (described in the ANSYS Fluent 13 Theory
Guide (2010)) was used, whereas for the calculation of the momentum exchange the
Gidaspow’s model was applied. Gas properties and sand properties are described in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Gas and sand properties.
solid (sand) gas (air)
ρ (kg/m3) 2550 1.23
µf (Pa.s) - 1.79×10−5
αi 0.59 0.41
dP (m) 1.8×10−3 -
Shape spheric -
6.1.2 Grid independence, and 2D/3D equivalence
Grid independence was evaluated by performing simulations of fluidized bed refining
successively the grid and the time intervals. Since it is a well-known material and
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its fluidization is widely studied, sand was used for the present test (properties
described in Table 6.1). The air superficial velocity was set equal to 1.274 m/s, the
Gidaspow model was adopted for the drag force modelling, the First Order Upwind
method was applied for spatial discretization, and First Order Implicit method was
utilized for time integration. The refinement was carried out for 2D as well as 3D
grid, and 2D/3D equivalence was assessed.
As fluidized bed size and real time simulated are concern, it was adopted a 0.2
m width by 0.8 m height bed for 2D simulations, and a 0.2 m sided square base by
0.8 m height bed for 3D cases, and the elapsed time was 7 seconds. Furthermore,
the material height was 0.4 m for every case.
For further references it was adopted an alpha-numerical nomenclature ddsggggTttt
being "gggg" the grid code, "ttt" the time step code, and "dd" the dimension code
(2D or 3D). Cell size and time step interval, and reference codes for both refinement
parameters are described in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.
Table 6.2: Cell size used for grid refinement.
Code Cell type (2D / 3D) Cell side (mm) Number of cells (2D / 3D)
0150 square / - 1.5 71556 / -
0200 square / - 2.0 40000 / -
0250 square / cubic 2.5 25600 / 2048000
0500 square /cubic 5.0 6400 / 256000
1000 square / - 10.0 1600 / -
Table 6.3: Time step utilized for time step independence test.
Code Time step (ms)
0100 1.00
075 0.75
050 0.50
The temporal evolution of pressure drop, bed height, volumetric solid fraction,
phase and slip velocities were analysed. In addition, contour plots of solid volumetric
fraction, and horizontal and vertical profiles of the temporal mean of solid volumetric
fraction were also considered.
Since the solid phase velocity was found the most sensible variable to refinement
effects, further analysis were carried out considering the Courant number of this
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phase defined as:
Co = ⟨∥v⃗2∥⟩∆t∆x (6.1)
where ⟨∥v⃗2∥⟩ is the temporal mean of the volumetric mean of the magnitude of the
the solid phase velocity, ∆t is the time step size, and ∆x is the cell side.
Grid Convergence Index (GCI)
The refinement error for the finest grids was estimated calculating the GCI for the
variables of interest, by applying the method described by Roache (1997). The GCI
is a method for uniform presenting grid-convergence studies, based on generalized
Richardson Extrapolation involving comparison of discrete solutions at two different
grid spacings. The GCI of a given variable for the finest grid is:
GCI21 = γs
f2 − f1
rp21 − 1
(6.2)
where γs is a safety factor, r21 is the refinement factor between coarse and fine grid,
and f1 and f2 are the values of the variables for the finer and the coarser grids,
r21 =
h2
h1
(6.3)
being hi the cell size.
In the present work, it was used the safety factor suggested by Roache, with a
value of 1.75.
6.2 Results of the preliminary tests
6.2.1 Grid and time step refinement
Figure 6.1 shows the convergence with time step and grid refinement of the main
analysed variables. This convergence to unique values can be observed not only as
the time step is refined, but also as the cell size is reduced.
Analysing time-averaged vertical profiles of solid volume fraction (Figures 6.2
and 6.3), it can be noted that whereas most cases present smooth profiles, cases
s0150T100, s0250T100, s0150T075, and s0250T075 show rough curves, denoting nu-
merical discontinuities. Even more, in these last cases the observed mean bed height
is sensibly higher than in the other cases showing smooth volumetric fraction verti-
cal profiles (about 0.75-0.85 m versus 0.50-0.55 m, respectively), and their pressure
drop and solid phase velocity (Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(d)) show a marked difference
with respect to the mean values presented by the other cases. A clearer example of
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numerical discontinuities in the entire domain of the solid phase is shown in Figure
6.5.
Another important conclusion emerging from the results is the fact that the solid
phase is the most affected one by refinement, which is reflected in pressure drop,
solid phase velocities, and solid vertical profiles. In slip velocities magnitude this
situation is less evident since it is the magnitude of the difference between air and
solid phases velocities, being the former greater in its magnitude and less sensible
to refinement changes.
These discrepancies may be explained from the point of view of the mathemat-
ical method applied for obtaining the unsteady solution; even though it was used
the Eulerean implicit first order method for time discretization and this method
is unconditionally stable, using a fine grid with a relatively coarse time step may
lead to spatial oscillatory solutions mainly attributed to dissipation errors. Whereas
in explicit schemes for time discretization, the constrain of a Courant number less
than one is required for obtaining a stable solution, this condition is not needed
for implicit schemes, which are stable for any size of time step. However, when an
accuracy of first order in time is applied, small time steps must be used for ensuring
the accuracy of the results minimizing the numerical dissipation.
Therefore, the relation between cell size and time step should be taken into
account anyway. From Courant values shown in Table 6.4, it can be said that for
these kind of simulations numerical discontinuities can be avoided when Courant
numbers of solid phase are less than about 0.095, which can be interpreted as a time
step to cell size ratio less than about 0.4 s/m for a priori estimations.
Table 6.4: Courant numbers for solid phase in sand fluidised bed simulations.
T050 T075 T100
s0150 0.088 0.190 0.313
s0200 0.064 0.094 0.225
s0250 0.053 0.098 0.174
s0500 0.024 - 0.046
s1000 0.012 - 0.024
Furthermore, pressure drop value obtained in the finest refinement is quite close
to its theoretical value (5987 Pa and 5903 Pa, respectively). In addition, estimations
of Grid Convergence Index, give acceptable values for refinement error. In Table 6.5
are shown values of main variables obtained with the finest grid and time step, and
their respective errors estimated applying GCI analysis.
Regarding to s1000 cases (2Ds1000T050 and 2Ds1000T100), in Figure 6.1 it can
be seen that the main variables remain quite close with a successive grid refinement,
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Table 6.5: Main variables and their refinement error obtained by GCI analysis
in 2D cases.
∆P (Pa) ⟨∥∆v⃗21∥⟩ (m/s) ⟨∥v⃗1∥⟩ (m/s) ⟨∥v⃗2∥⟩ (m/s)
value 5987 2.57 2.103 0.263
GCI (±) 453 0.0158 0.0817 5.60×10−4
maintaining practically the same values with time step reduction. However, their
time averaged volumetric mean solid profile (Figure 6.4) are mainly flat, without
undulations. That means that the presence of bubbles is not accurately predicted.
Moreover, the fact that main variables values are close to converging values (and Co
< 0.095 in Table 6.4) may be attributed to the cancellation of discretization errors
between them rather than a greater accuracy in the simulations (as mentioned in
Section 4.1.2).
Therefore, considering figures where the convergence of the most important anal-
ysed variables is shown and the analyses in previous paragraphs, it is possible to say
that grid and time step independence for 2D simulations of a fluidized bed of sand
is reached with ∆x = ∆y = 0.0015 m and a ∆t = 0.0005 s.
Focusing on the 2D/3D equivalence, Table 6.6 shows pressure drop, and phase
and slip velocities for two 3D simulations performed at different time steps and the
same cell size. Since considerable long times are required for simulation of 3D cases
(as it will be discussed hereafter), only two time step refinements were done without
performing grid refinement simulations. Only one simulation with a finer grid was
lunched, but it did not reach the numerical steady state (about 3 seconds of real
time) since for simulating one second of real time it is necessary about one month
of computational time. Nevertheless, the difference in the main analysed variables
between the 3D case and its analogue 2D case for the finest time step is not greater
than 8 %. Thus, 2D simulations might be initially accepted as first approach for the
simulation of a fluidized bed.
Table 6.6: Time averaged values of the main variables analysed from 3D sim-
ulations carried out in the 3Ds0500 grid.
Case ∆P (Pa) ⟨∥∆v⃗21∥⟩ (m/s) ⟨∥v⃗1∥⟩ (m/s) ⟨∥v⃗2∥⟩ (m/s)
3Ds0500T050 5792 2.42 2.08 0.23
3Ds0500T100 5065 2.34 2.15 0.35
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(d) Solid phase velocity.
Figure 6.1: Convergence with grid and time step refinement of main variables
(time averaged volumetric means, 2D cases).
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Figure 6.2: Time average of solid volumetric fraction profiles for different
2D simulations. Coarsest and finest grid and time step refinements (except
2Ds1000 cases).
Figure 6.3: Time average of solid volumetric fraction profile for different 2D
simulations. Intermediate grid and time step refinements.
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Figure 6.4: Time average of solid fraction volumetric profile for 2Ds1000 cases.
(a) s0150T050 (b) s0150T075 (c) s0150T100
Figure 6.5: Time step and grid refinement in simulation of a sand fluidized
bed. Contourplots of volumetric fraction of solid phase at t=6.5 s for different
cell sizes and time steps.
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(a) - (b) -
Figure 6.6: Two similar situations found in a real fluidized (L13b) bed and its
simulation.
As further information, Table 6.7 shows the number of hours of computational
time required for simulating one second of fluidization.
Table 6.7: Simulation times for sand fluidised bed (h computational time/s
actual simulated time).
Type Grid Code T050 T075 T100 Number of cells
2D
s0150 17.03 9.48 7.28 71556
s0200 29.76 19.68 15.90 40000
s0250 27.81 3.43 2.72 25600
s0500 1.44 – 0.73 6400
s1000 1.00 – 0.50 1600
3D s0250 652.54 – 289.98 2048000s0500 68.13 – 34.10 256000
Among the possible situations found in an experimental fluidized bed, in Figure
6.6 two snapshots of fluidization of sand in the L13b fluidized bed and its corre-
sponding simulation in a finer mesh (Figure 6.6(a)) and in a coarser mesh (Figure
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6.6(b)) can be seen.
Time is not reported in the figures because of an obvious reason: situations
taking place in a given instant of time in a experiment, will not necessary take place
elapsed the same time in the next repetition. They can occur few seconds before,
few seconds after, or even do not occur. For example, in the first repetition of an
experiment, a big bubble might be formed after 3 seconds at 0.2 m from the bed
bottom, whereas in the second repetition a big bubble can appear after 5 seconds, at
the same bed height or slightly different, or even, only smaller bubbles at different
bed height can be formed during the first 8 seconds of fluidization.
6.2.2 Effects of the refinement errors on heat transfer coef-
ficients and temperature
Based on the results of the previously mentioned simulations, the effect of grid and
time step refinement was evaluated for heat exchange in a three-phasic system. In
this case, a binary mixture composed of semolina and potato was simulated, and
material properties and potato to semolina proportion were taken from Donsì et al.
(2003). However, the initial conditions for solid phases temperatures were set differ-
ently to the cited article in order to establish a greater temperature difference among
all involved phases. These initial temperatures were: semolina, 264 K; potato, 255
K; and air, 273 K.
The Gunn’s correlation was used for calculating the gas to solids phases heat
exchange coefficient (Gunn, 1978).
Table 6.8 shows the time average of the main variables considered in the current
test (which is, in fact, a case involving two solid phases with similar characteristics
to an AFD case). In Figure 6.7 are presented the contour-plots of phase 2 (semolina)
for different meshes and time steps.
In Figure 6.7(a) are clearly observed the presence of numerical discontinuities
(previously described for sand cases) leading to dramatical differences in the ve-
locities field and physical impossible values of pressure drop for these conditions.
Nevertheless, comparing values of temperatures with the other presented cases, it
can be seen that the effects on heat exchange is considerably small.
Comparing cases s0150T050SL and s0250T100SL, it is possible to note that the
differences between time averaged volumetric means of velocities magnitudes, bed
height, and pressure drop are sensibly small, and the effect of grid and time step
refinement on heat exchange is negligible. Though, it can be seen that in relative
terms solid phases velocities are the most influenced variables.
From the mathematical point of view, this reduced effect of grid and time step on
heat exchange variables can be explained considering how heat exchange coefficients
are calculated; since they are calculated considering the relative velocities between
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gas and solid phases (slip velocities) whose effect of refinement is less than 0.1 %,
and Reynolds number is elevated to a power of about 0.8, the possible numerical
errors on heat coefficients are significantly reduced.
Table 6.8: Time averaged variable of cases with heat exchange with different
grid and time steps.
s0150T050SL s0150T100SL s0250T100SL C-A
(A) (B) (C)
⟨∥v⃗1∥⟩ (m/s) 0.304 1.191 0.304 -6.1×10−4
⟨∥v⃗2∥⟩ (m/s) 0.051 0.876 0.060 9.2×10−3
⟨∥v⃗3∥⟩ (m/s) 0.047 0.820 0.047 4.2×10−4
⟨∥∆v⃗21∥⟩(m/s) 0.434 1.287 0.436 2.3×10−3
⟨∥∆v⃗31∥⟩ (m/s) 0.419 1.358 0.422 3.3×10−3
⟨T1⟩ (K) 263.98 264.00 263.99 1.1×10−2
⟨T2⟩ (K) 264.00 264.00 264.00 -3.1×10−5
⟨T3⟩ (K) 255.00 255.00 255.00 -2.3×10−5
⟨α1⟩ 0.75 0.75 0.75 -1.8×10−4
hbed (m) 0.42 0.42 0.43 3.8×10−3
∆P (Pa) 2502 491 2483 -19
6.2.3 Summary
If a First Order method is applied for time as well as space discretization, a time step
size of 0.5 ms and a cell side of 5 mm (squared cells) are enough for guaranteeing
an accurate prediction of the velocity field and the pressure gradient in a fluidized
bed, for cases similar to the ones evaluated.
Regarding to the heat exchange, it takes place at a greater temporal scale than
changes in the velocity field. In addition, since the exchange coefficients are cal-
culated using the slip velocity, a slightly affected variable by grid refinement, it is
practically not affected by numerical errors derived from simulations using coarser
grids. Therefore, heat exchange (and even mass transfer, if heat exchange analogies
are used for transfer coefficient estimations) might be simulated in coarser grids, at
least for coarse simulations or model testing.
Due to small differences between the 2D simulations and 3D ones, the former
may be used for a first approach to the simulation of a fluidized bed. Moreover, as
a rule of thumb for simulating fluidized bed with similar solids (density, diameter,
velocities) once established the grid cell size, the time step size can be defined in
function of ∆t/∆x = 0.4 s/m.
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(a) s0150T100SL (b) s0150T050SL (c) s0250T100SL
Figure 6.7: Time step and grid refinement in simulation of a semolina-potato
fluidized bed. Contourplots of volumetric fraction of semolina phase at t=5.0
s for different cell sizes and time steps.
6.3 Drag correlations
With the scope of identifying the most accurate drag model for the simulation of
bran and other particles in a fluidized bed, three drag models were tested by means
of measuring different powders minimum fluidization velocities through simulation.
Experimental data about materials, their densities, particle diameters, and minimum
fluidization was taken from Donsí et. al. (2003) (except information about wheat
bran which was taken from the present work).
Simulations were carried out in a 2D grid of 0.15 m width by 0.30 m height. Based
on the results presented in Section 6.2, 2.5 mm sided squared cells, and a time step
of 0.5 ms were used. The simulated determination of minimum fluidization velocity
was performed by simulating 0.15 m of material in the fluidized bed for 6 seconds
of real time at different velocities. Then pressure drop and bed expansion versus
velocity was plotted and the powder minimum fluidization velocity was determined.
Since the Gidaspow (GP) and Wen and Yu (WY) drag models are the most used
in literature, and the Mazzei and Lettieri (ML) model is a novel drag formulation
supposed to work in a wide range of fluidization regimes, they were chosen for the
test. The minimum fluidization velocity measurement was done for each material
and each drag model. Table 6.9 shows the employed materials, volume fraction,
velocity ranges, and their experimental minimum fluidization velocity (experimental
values from B to E were taken from Donsì et al. (2003), whereas values for U were
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obtained in the present work).
Table 6.9: Utilized materials properties, and velocities used for simulated
minimum fluidization velocity measurement.
Code Material umf.exp (m/s) αi Velocity range (m/s) Velocity step (ms)
B Semolina 0.12 0.59 0.04-0.20 0.04
C Corn flour 0.20 0.51 0.04-0.28 0.04
S Starch 0.0014 0.43 0.0002-0.0022 0.0004
Z Zeolites 0.19 0.41 0.11-0.27 0.04
E Bentonites 0.21 0.50 0.13-0.33 0.04
U Wheat bran 0.17 0.212 0.09-0.27 0.04
6.4 Wheat bran-lyophilized carrot binary mixture
simulation
Finally, simulations of the L35b fluidized bed with a bran-lyophilized carrot binary
mixture were carried out in order to investigate the possibility of simulating this kind
of mixtures, and reproduce the segregation pattern experimentally found. Thus,
cases CAa0150R20, CAa0170R20 and CAa0260R20 were considered for simulation
in a 2D grid with squared cells (2.5 mm sided), and time step of 2 ms. Since the
aim of these simulations was not the study of heat exchange, energy balance was
not activated.
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Part III
Results and discussions
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Chapter 7
Evaluation of drag correlations
Figure 7.1 shows the minimum fluidization velocities predicted by simulation using
different drag models compared with their experimental values for several materials
(from Table 6.9). In some cases (such as simulations performed using starch), it was
not possible to predict accurately a minimum fluidization velocity by simulation,
and their data-points were omitted. In these cases strange variations of pressure
drop with fluidization velocity were obtained such as abrupt oscillations and/or a
lack of stable values at any velocity. As an example, in Figure 7.2 curves are shown
for two extreme cases with coherent and incoherent values (for further curves see
Appendix A.4).
As it can be noted, points for starch are missing in the Figure 7.1. For this
material, it was not possible to estimate the minimum fluidization velocity by means
of simulation since the obtained pressure drop versus velocity curve was represented
by a single line of constant pressure (equal to theoretical pressure drop) for all
velocities. Due to its chemical characteristics (polymer of glucose) and its small
particle size, starch presents very cohesive behaviour for fluidization with formation
of channels because of the presence of interparticle forces. This characteristic seems
to be the cause of the impossibility of predicting starch minimum fluidization velocity
by means of CFD simulation, since all tested drag models do not take into account
these forces.
Concerning predictions applying Mazzei and Lettieri’s (ML) model, it can be
seen that minimum fluidization velocity could be estimated only for three materials
(bentonite, corn flour, and wheat bran), as they were the only materials presenting
reasonable pressure drop versus velocity curves, from the point of view of curve
shape. Turning to the cases where Gidaspow’s model was applied, reasonable pres-
sure drop versus air velocity curves were obtained leading to an accurate estimation
of minimum fluidization velocity for almost all materials. Nonetheless, despite ob-
tained incipient fluidization velocity values are quite close to experimental ones, for
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bentonite there is a difference of about 36 %. Finally, results obtained by apply-
ing Wen and Yu (WY) model showed, in general, a reasonable agreement for the
majority of materials.
Recalling theoretical basis for WY and ML correlations (Section 4.2.4), they
consider expansed fluidized beds, without inter-particle interactions, and particles
in hydrodynamic equilibrium between their effective weight (gravity force and buoy-
ancy) and drag forces. This equilibrium means that particle settling velocity has
been reached by the particle, or in other words, the slip velocity between the particle
and the fluid is the fluid velocity affected by a function of the void fraction.
On the other hand, when the fluid has not reached the minimum fluidization
velocity the drag force acting on each single particle is less than its effective weight,
and and gravity acceleration would prevail. Though, since the particle is in a system
of particles, two additional forces are exerted on its surface; a normal force reaction
from the particles below, and the weight of particles above it. Consequently, the
particle has not only zero acceleration, but also zero velocity. In other words, the
equilibrium is maintained as the result of not only drag, weight and buoyancy, but
also interaction with other particles. This can be the reason of the discrepancies
found when trying to predict the pressure drop versus velocity by applying ML
and WY correlations, since they are based on particle settling velocity, absence of
interactions with other particles, and hydrodynamical equilibrium of an isolated
particle.
As it was mentioned at the beginning of the present Section, one of the difficul-
ties presented in predicting pressure drop versus velocity curves were odd shaped
curves and their oscillations. In Figures 7.3 and 7.4 it can be observed that the WY
curves show unexpected shapes like a parabola, where the ascendant pressure drop
and the constant pressure drop parts are not clearly identified. Although a mini-
mum fluidization velocity was anyway estimated their precision is not acceptable.
Furthermore, it can be observed that the pressure drop oscillations (minimum and
maximum values) considerably increase for simulations applying WY.
Regarding to the minimum fluidization velocity predicted for wheat bran, al-
though a good agreement could be obtained using GP model for momentum ex-
change coefficient, a no physical bed contraction was presented by all simulations
performed (even using WY and ML). Since the theoretical pressure drop was reached
in all the curves applying the three tested drag models (Figure A.2 in Section A.4
of the Appendix), this behaviour can be attributed mainly to the lack of a specific
model for pseudo-cohesive solids, beside the basis of each drag model.
Finally, unlike WY and ML models, Ergun’s equation is based on the pressure
drop across a packed bed. Consequently, the combination of this equation and WY
model in the Gidaspow’s model, allows a better estimation of pressure drop for
packed beds as well as expanded beds. Therefore, more accurate estimations of
minimum fluidization velocities by simulation could be obtained by applying GP
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model for momentum exchange coefficient calculation.
Another question to be commented are minimum fluidization velocities calcu-
lated by means of direct application of Ergun’s equation (modfied by Wen and Yu’s
constants). It can be noted that values calculated with this equation are in general
considerably different from experimental ones. These differences might be attributed
to the fact that the simplifications introduced by Wen and Yu do not consider the
fluid volume fraction in particular form, but in generalized form combined with the
shape factor. Anyway, the deviation from experimental values are in agreement with
the error margin reported by those authors.
7.1 Summary
According to the results obtained in the present work and several results found in
literature (evaluating drag correlations by different approaches), for the moment the
best correlation for drag coefficient calculation in fluidized beds of solid and gas is
the one proposed by Gidaspow. Even though other authors obtained better results
with other correlations, the Gidaspow’s equation seems to be the most accurate and
safe to be applied.
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Figure 7.1: Minimum fluidization velocities for different adsorbents: estimated
values versus experimental ones. (GP: Gidaspow’s model, ML: Mazzei and
Lettieri’s model, WY: Wen and Yu’s model)
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Figure 7.2: Two cases of simulated pressure drop versus velocity curves. Ex-
pected and incongruent curves for semolina, obtained applying GP and ML
models, respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Simulated pressure drop versus velocity curves for corn flour (C)
(GP: Gidaspow’s model, WY: Wen and Yu’s model). The solid lines represent
the maximum and minumum values reached.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated pressure drop versus velocity curves for bentonite (E)
(GP: Gidaspow’s model, WY: Wen and Yu’s model). The solid lines represent
the maximum and minumum values reached.
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Chapter 8
Characterization of the adsorbent
and food materials
8.1 Adsorbent
8.1.1 A qualitative description of bran particle
Bran is the hard outer layer of cereals consisting of combined aleurone and pericarp,
produced as a by-product of milling in the production of refined grains. Hence,
bran particles exhibit a very irregular plane shape (Figure 8.1), and rests of grain
brush (Figure 8.1(b)) and broken pericarp on the surface might be present. These
characteristics confer to the particle a rough surface and, as undesired consequence,
the possibility of mechanical interaction during fluidization.
(a) Plane shape of bran parti-
cles.
(b) Grain brush and broken
pericarp in the surface.
Figure 8.1: Bran particles.
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8.1.2 Wheat bran density and maximum water content
Table 8.1 shows wheat bran densities and its maximum content of water, which is the
maximum water content that can be reached by bran if water were not only adsorbed
but also absorbed. This value does not give information about the adsorption, but
only gives a reference for an extreme situation.
Table 8.1: Bran density, water weight fraction of wet bran, and absorbed water
weight ratio.
Value CI CI (%)
ρb (kg/m3) 312 20 6
ρa(kg/m3) 1469 0.1 ≈ 0
Cw 2.05 0.03 1.4
ww 0.73 0.01 1.3
8.1.3 Particle Size distribution
In the histograms of the wheat bran particle size distribution (PSD) presented in
Figure 8.2, it can be noted that this material exhibits a negative skewed distribution.
On the other hand, from results of photographic analysis it was obtained a particle
thickness of 140 µm. Hence, as it can be seen in Table 8.2, Sauter’s diameter and
minimum fluidization velocity of each class could be obtained, and their Geldart type
was established. Taking into account the results from figures previously mentioned,
it can be observed that about a 90 % of particles population belongs to Geldart B
group, whereas only approximately a 10 % is Geldart A. In other words, the presence
of Geldart C (cohesive) particles is negligible.
8.1.4 Minimum fluidization velocity of wheat bran
In Figure 8.3 the pressure drops versus air velocity are plotted. As it is expected,
the pressure drops increases linearly increasing air velocity up to a maximum value,
and then, it slightly decreases to finally remain stable between 0.18 and 0.22 m/s.
The linear part of the curve finishes at approximately 0.17 m/s, and after this point
the mean pressure drop is about 800 Pa, which is quite near to its theoretical value,
which is 858 Pa (at 0.115 m from bed bottom). Consequently, it is concluded that
the global minimum fluidization velocity of wheat bran under tested conditions is
0.17 m/s.
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Table 8.2: Bran equivalent diameters, shape factors, and minimum fluidization
velocities.
di (µm-mesh) dSV (µm) ψ umf (m/s) Geldart dV (µm)
32 46.5 0.41 0.006 A 114
69 100 0.52 0.018 A 193
100 143 0.58 0.029 A 247
188 257 0.69 0.066 B 375
375 474 0.80 0.156 B 595
750 818 0.87 0.330 B 945
1500 1286 0.86 0.570 B 1500
2250 1588 0.81 0.740 B 1966
Figure 8.2: Bran particle size distribution (M1 and M2).
8.1.5 Equivalent diameter for fluidization (EDF)
Taking into account the obtained density by gas-picnometric techniques (1469 kg/m3),
from Equation 5.5 it can be calculated an EDF of 626.6 µm. Anyway, since this equa-
tion has an error of about 25 % for determining minimum fluidization velocity, the
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Figure 8.3: Pressure drop versus air velocity.
obtained value for EDF should be considered only as an approximation. Nonethe-
less, the EDF is an useful approximation which will be used for CFD simulations..
Moreover, according to this density and EDF values, Geldart’s classification for bran
would be B type.
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8.2 Food materials
Density and particle dimensions were measured for carrot discs, potato slabs, and
peas in fresh, lyophilized, and, for peas, partially lyophilized form (values showed in
Tables 8.3 and 8.4). Furthermore, volume, surface and Sauter’s equivalent diameters
were estimated, and shape factor and specific surface were calculated. In general, it
was seen that the particle shapes employed present roughly similar specific superficial
area (about 640 m2/m3 ), and shape factors ranging between 0.48 and 1.00 (sphere).
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Table 8.5: Lyophilized material, general results.
Material code m0 (g) mf (g) mf/m0 (mf/m0)stuff
601.53 90.7711 0.151 -
737.22 137.3 0.186 -
1696 624.5 0.368 -
CAb 825.7 88.18 0.107 0.100
PEc 1024.32 223.6 0.218 0.213
8.3 Final remarks
Accurate characterization of food materials could be made, using those whose den-
sity before drying is greater than 1000 kg/m3 and once dried ranges between 100
and 250 kg/m3. Regarding to food particle shape, slabs, spheres, cubes, and discs
were considered with shape factors ranging between 0.48 and 1.00.
Concerning to wheat bran, its salient characteristics will be treated in the next
chapter together with its fluidization behaviour.
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Chapter 9
Fluidization behaviour
of non-food wheat bran
Unlike sand or other materials presenting formation of regular bubbles, wheat bran
exhibits canalization or preferential air paths generation, without regular formation
of bubbles (Figures 9.1). Thus, despite the material is completely fluidized and
bed expands when air is injected (as in a bubbling fluidized bed occurs), this last
parameter remains at around minimum fluidization value and air "in excess" escapes
through channels without rising the bed. Only some oscillations might be present
at high velocities due to channel generation and collapse, as it is described below.
Therefore, considering the physical characteristics of the bran particles such as
rough surface and remains of grain brushes, and particle size distribution (see Section
8.1.3), this behaviour can be attributed principally to mechanical interactions rather
than electrostatic forces as occurs in cohesive powders. Thus, this kind of powder
might be called "pseudo-cohesive".
Furthermore, the existence of three zones along the bed was observed in tests
with the L20b1 fluidized bed: top, middle and bottom. In the middle zone, there
are no channels and air simply percolates through it, whereas in top and bottom
the generation and collapse of channels follows a quite regular cyclical behaviour.
However, depending on air superficial velocity the height of the middle zone can
be very short (even null), or extend practically along all the fluidized bed. Despite
these zones were observed only in L20b fluidized bed, since its plexiglass window
completely covered one of its sides, their presence may be assumed for L35b2 fluidized
bed as well. Accordingly, segregation experiments using potato slabs (POd) have
demonstrated the existence of these three zones presenting damaged potato slabs in
1L20b: square base 20 cm sided fluidized bed (Section 5.3.3)
2L35b: square base 35 cm sided fluidized bed (Section 5.3.1)
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the bed bottom due to the agitation in this part of the bed, and their impossibility
of rising the bed (see Section 10.2 for further information).
Figure 9.1: From left to right, first figure: initial condition potato-bran binary
mixture, second figure: at minimum fluidization velocity, from third to fifth:
fluidization at higher velocities (respectively, 2.2 umfA, 2.5 umfA, and 2.8 umfA
approximately). Red line indicates the bed height at minimum fluidization
velocity.
9.1 Channels Generation and Collapse
General Cycle
Depending on air superficial velocity, in the bed might be formed only one big
channel, few middle channels, or very few small ones. In general terms, it can be
observed a cyclical behaviour of channels generation and collapse. The number of
channels and their shape depend on air superficial velocity as well as the location in
the bed where they are formed. For example, by comparing the abscissas of Figures
9.2(a) and 9.2(b) it can be noted an increment on the oscillation frequency of bed
height and channel generation and collapse as air superficial velocity is augmented.
In addition, a reduction of the average number of channels with increasing the
mentioned variable can be observed. Hence, it can be said that this channelling
behaviour follows the general cycle showed in Figure 9.3 where two main stages
are represented: I, generation, and II, collapse. Furthermore, from experimental
observations, it can be said that the behaviour of the channels generated in the
upper part of the bed are comparable with a spouted bed whose air velocity is
varied.
Therefore, the different phases of the Channels Generation and Collapse General
Cycle are described as follows:
• Abrupt pressure release: It may take place either near the bed surface,
originating a path after a burst (Figure 9.4, t = 49.0 s, L35b fluidized bed), or
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far from the bed surface generating an internal channel extending up to a roof of
compacted material. In the former case, the channel behaves like a spouted bed
where air velocity has overcome the minimum spouting air velocity and a fountain
of material thrown appears over the spout. Pressure drop through the channel
reaches a maximum and starts decreasing. Similarly occurs with air velocity inside
the channel and fountain height reaching their maximum magnitudes. Inversely,
bed height is minimum.
• Phase I (Generation): Pressure continues releasing, and new channels may
appear as the result of the splitting of one single channel (Figure 9.4, from t = 54.2 s
to t = 61.4 s). Simultaneously, material coming from other parts of the bed and/or
collapsing channel walls starts blocking it until kinetic energy of coming out air is
not enough to drag the falling bran (Figure 9.5(a)). If the channel is formed in the
upper zone of the bed, a sudden decrement of fountain height can be seen. This
situation is analogous to a spouted bed whose air velocity is progressively reduced
after overcoming its minimum spouting velocity.
• Phase II (Collapse): Falling material blocks the channel orifice and air
starts to be accumulated, increasing pressure below the material layer. When the
pressure below the accumulated material is greater than the sum of the hydrostatic
pressure caused by the plug and the forces embedding the material, a new abrupt air
release takes place. In other words, the measured pressure drop continues reducing
due to the increment of pressure inside the channel (unlike it would be expected
in a spouted bed which pressure drop remains almost constant during air velocity
reduction). In the cases of upper channels, at the end of this phase, pressure drop
as well as fountain height reach a minimum.
Thus, the layers above channels obstructing them constitute "weak zones" where
the adsorbent is less compacted than the material in the surroundings. Nevertheless,
not only the descending material in channel orifices can originate a "weak zone", but
also the presence of another solid such as food particle may induce it (Figure 9.5(b),
from t = 91.8 s to t = 92.9 s, L20b fluidized bed). In Figure 9.6 it can be seen
how a channel originated below bed surface, and extending up to a roof of more
compacted material, induces a "weak zone" above (t=0.0 to 4.4 s), and after about
one second, a new channel appears extending to the bed surface and bursting. Once
the pressure is released the channel walls collapse blocking the channel again (from
t=8.0 to 14.8 s).
More clear observations of the previously mentioned cycle were done with experi-
ments performed in the L065b3 bed (whose most representative results are exhibited
in Figures 9.7 and 9.8). Aspects regarding to pressure variations inside the channels
were particularly noted, and thereby a more approximate idea about this variable
3L065b: cylindrical 6.5 cm diameter fluidized bed (Section 5.4.2)
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during the channelling was obtained.
Due to the geometric characteristics of the bed (small diameter, cylindrical, etc)
and bran particularities (such as mechanical interactions between particles), only
one channel was formed, allowing the measurement of pressure drop and height of
thrown material of a single channel without possible interferences caused by other
channels. Moreover, it is important to remark that the measured pressure drop in
this case is simultaneously affected by two main components. Beside the pressure
drop produced by air drag forces acting on bran particles, the air accumulation
inside the channel during the collapse phase causes another pressure difference. If
the manometric pressure drop is considered as (Patm − Pbed), it is measured as a
positive value. On the contrary, if the channel were completely blocked by the
falling material and air could not percolate through bran, the measured pressure
drop would be negative during the second part of the channelling cycle. Therefore,
since actually air is continuously passing through the bran particles independently
of the phase of the channel generation cycle, the magnitude of the energy losses
caused by air interacting with bran particles is greater than the pressure difference
due to the air accumulation and the measured pressure drop will be always positive.
As a consequence, the pressure drop oscillates during the fluidization and the
second stage of the channelling cycle can be easily identified (as it can be seen in
Figure 9.7). However, unlike in a bubbling fluidized bed where eventual pressure
drop oscillations are principally caused by bubbles, in a channelling case these os-
cillations mainly obey to pressure variations inside the channel.
Naturally, as the fluidized material behaves quite chaotically, the previous de-
scription is a generalization of what was observed in the Channel Generation and
Collapse Cycle from the point of view of pressure drop and pressure inside the chan-
nels. Therefore, the variations of the considered variables observed in Figure 9.7 do
not exhibit perfect a sinusoidal behaviour as it would be expected.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.2: Number of channels and bed heights at different air superficial
velocities (in L35b fluidized bed).
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Figure 9.3: Channels generation general cycle.
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t = 49.0 s t = 50.4 s t = 51.0 s t = 51.4 s
t = 52.2 s t = 53.0 s t = 54.2 s t = 61.4 s
Figure 9.4: Generation, collapse, and generation of new channels (in L35b
bed). On the right side of the fluidized bed, at a given t0 (49.0 s), and after a
succession of other channels bursting (not shown in the figure), a new channel
is generated, whose orifice starts to be covered by bran particles coming from
other zones of the bed. After about 2 seconds (t=51.0 s) the channel is blocked
by bran particles creating a layer ("weak zone"). Under this layer pressure
starts to increase, and a new burst is produced by the accumulated air, passing
through a new path, augmenting its velocity, and carrying up the material
that previously formed the "weak zone" (t=52.2 s). Thus, a new channel is
generated, and since this explosion produces also the displacement and collapse
of part of the adsorbent constituting the channel walls, the recently generated
channel splits originating new channels (t=61.4 s).
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t = 0.0 s t = 3.2 s t = 6.6 s t = 7.08 s t = 7.96 s
(a) Generation and collapse of a channel, and active transport of a food particle.
t = 91.8 s t = 92.4 s t = 92.9 s t = 93.7 s t = 99.7 s
(b) Generation of a channel from a "weak zone" induced by the presence of a piece of food
material (at 92.4 s "weak zone" break).
Figure 9.5: Channels generation and collapse in the bed bottom (L20b fluidized
bed). At 0.0 s a previously formed channel starts to be blocked by descending
material. After 6.6 seconds, the original channel is completely closed and
pressure starts to rise in the remaining cavities for about 90 seconds. Then,
air escapes by breaking an induced "weak zone" generating a new channel
extending some centimetres above.
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t = 0.0 s t = 2.4 s t = 4.4 s
t = 5.6 s t = 8.0 s t = 14.8 s
Figure 9.6: A channel originated below the bed surface induces a "weak zone"
above (t=0.0 to 4.4 s), and after about one second, a new channel appears
extending to the bed surface and bursting. Once the pressure is released the
channel walls collapse blocking the channel again (from t=8.0 to 14.8 s).
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Figure 9.7: Oscillations of pressure drop, bed height, and height of thrown
material (fountain) during bran fluidization in the L065b bed.
t = 210 s t = 212 s t = 214 s t = 216 s t = 218 s t = 220 s
∆P = 143 Pa ∆P = 169 Pa ∆P = 178 Pa ∆P = 232 Pa ∆P = 152 Pa ∆P = 143 Pa
Figure 9.8: Frames corresponding to t between 210 and 220 seconds of Figure
9.7.
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9.2 Final remarks
Despite the greatest part of wheat bran particles population belongs to Geldart B
group, and the fact that the EDF belongs to that group as well, this material fluidizes
like a Geldart C or A/C powder in a fluidized bed. Therefore, it is denominated
"pseudo-cohesive". This behaviour depends principally on mechanical interactions
rather than electrostatic forces, due to its physical characteristics (geometrical ir-
regular shape, rests of grain brush, and surface roughness).
In a fluidized bed, bran presents three zones; top, middle, and bottom. Depend-
ing on air superficial velocity the middle zone may be present or not, characterized
by more compacted material and absence of channels.
At the same time, the channel generation and collapse presents a cyclical be-
haviour whose repetition frequency and channelling characteristics (channel length,
shape, number, etc) depends on air velocity.
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Chapter 10
Mixing and segregation
10.1 Theoretical test of segregation indexes
Table 10.1 shows the most representative results of the theoretical tests described in
Section 5.5.3. For further information, in Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4 of the Appendix
A the complete results from all the tests are presented.
In Table 10.1 it can be seen that neither M nor "s" indexes are independent of
the number of layers. Results obtained applying M present some differences when
only the number of layers is varied for the same kind of segregation (e.g., for Full
Central segregation, M is 0.5 for six layers, while it is 0.0 for 10 and 100 layers).
Regarding to "s" index, unsatisfactory results were obtained as well; it not only
does not recognise any difference between Full Central and Pure V segregations,
but also its values for both cases are 0.0 (as perfectly mixed cases). In addition, "s"
index values exhibited for Full Bottom segregation present a great dependence on
the number of layers. In sum, from these results, it can be said that these indexes
depend on the number of experimental vacuumed layers. In other words, beside
they do not differentiate among the different kinds of segregation, they are affected
by the experimental procedure leading to the impossibility of comparing results of
experiments done with different number of layers. On the other hand, excepting the
case with 2 layers, TTSIS present the expected values for each kind of segregation
imposed, independently of the number of layers.
When a non-uniform solids bulk density distribution is considered (cases with
kco,max
1 /=1.000 in Table 10.1.), M as well as "s" index show slight differences when
cases with the same segregation patterns and different are compared, whereas none
of the TTSIS indexes present any variation. Nonetheless, TTSIS exhibit differences
with respect to its expected values when a change on a layer thickness is assumed,
particularly when 6 vacuumed layers are supposed. Anyway, the deviations from
the expectable values observed for M index are considerably greater than deviations
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found for TTSIS. For example, for a Full Central segregation pattern, with 6 vac-
uumed layers, and a change of +40 % in the bottom, central, and top layers, M is
0.7 (which should be 0.0), whereas ℵ2 of TTSIS gives a difference of at most -16 %
(between 0.84 and 0.93) against its expected value for this pattern (1.00).
In general, in all tested indexes, the found deviations from the expected values
for a given segregation pattern and their dependence on the number of layers, solids
bulk density distribution, and layer thickness, may be attributed mainly to their
mathematical definition. In particular, the dependence on the number of layers
presented by M index for a Full Central segregation type obeys to the interpolation
used for calculating the product concentration in the "upper" part of the bed; in
the case with six layers, part of the central layers lie in the upper 40 % of the bed
whereas when ten layers are considered, the central ones are situated just below
this upper 40 %. Even though as "upper" part of the layer it was considered the 40
% of the bed, similar situations will be found taking a different bed fraction. On
the other hand, the dependence on the number of layers for Full Bottom segregation
cases shown by "s" index is caused by a the reduction of the denominator of Equation
3.3 (⟨hlarge⟩) as the number of layers is increased. Since in this kind of segregation
it was considered that all the product is in the lowest layer, increasing nlyr the
height from the distributor to the bottom layer center (hi, in Equation 5.49) reduces
and the product mPihi is lower. Moreover, the numerator of Equation 3.3 remains
practically constant due to the great quantity of adsorbent considered, and the
theoretical maximum segregation estimated by Equation 3.4 does not depend on
the number of layers. Consequently, the value given by "s" index augments.
Summarizing, M and "s" indexes present many difficulties if the comparison
among experiments done in different fluidized beds and/or different number of layers
is intended. In addition, they do not allow to distinguish different segregation pat-
terns leading to some mistakes when the segregation patterns are near to the extreme
cases (such as Pure V, Full Central, or Full Bottom). On the opposite, since TTSIS
considers only the distribution of a product of interest along the bed dividing the
bed in three parts, it does not present great problems when the number of layers is
varied from one experiment to another. Nevertheless, beside its main disadvantage
mentioned in Section 5.5.1, it may exhibit some erroneous results when the layer
thickness is not the same for every layers. Anyway, since during the segregation
experiments performed in the present work the layer thickness was maintained as
regular as possible, and the volume fraction of the material of interest (food ma-
terial) was by far less than one third, TTSIS was adopted for the description and
analysis of the results.
1kco,max: kco factor imposed maximum value, used for establishing a non-uniform bulk density
distribution along the bed (more information in Section 5.5.3)
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Table 10.1: Most representative results of the mathematical test of M, "s"
index, and TTSIS.
Segr. type
nlyr kco.max
Varied layer M "s" index TTSISimposed and % pI pM pS ℵ2
Full Top 2 1.000 – 2.00 -0.333 0.000 0.330 0.670 0.670
Full Top 6 1.000 – 2.50 -0.454 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.000 – 2.50 -0.473 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 100 1.000 – 2.50 -0.497 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Bottom 2 1.000 – 0.00 1.000 0.670 0.330 0.000 0.670
Full Bottom 6 1.000 – 0.00 5.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.000 – 0.00 9.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 100 1.000 – 0.00 99.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.000 – 0.50 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 10 1.000 – 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 100 1.000 – 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Pure V 6 1.000 – 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure V 10 1.000 – 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure V 100 1.000 – 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure Uniform 2 1.000 – 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 6 1.000 – 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 10 1.000 – 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 100 1.000 – 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Full Top 6 1.025 – 2.50 -0.453 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.025 – 2.51 -0.473 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 100 1.025 – 2.51 -0.497 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Pure Uniform 10 1.050 – 1.01 0.002 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 100 1.050 – 1.01 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Full Central 6 1.000 Top +40 0.20 0.067 0.070 0.930 0.000 0.930
Full Central 6 1.000 Central +40 0.70 -0.030 0.050 0.890 0.070 0.840
Full Central 6 1.000 Bottom +40 0.70 -0.058 0.000 0.930 0.070 0.930
Full Central 6 1.025 Central -40 0.30 0.039 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.025 Bottom -40 0.30 0.077 0.130 0.870 0.000 0.870
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10.2 Segregation of binary mixtures
Figure 10.1(a) shows the segregation level as a function of the air superficial ve-
locity to bran minimum fluidization velocity ratio for mixtures with partially and
completely lyophilized material, whereas in Figure 10.1(b) the segregation level as
a function of the equivalent fresh product to adsorbent mass ratio is represented.
In addition, Table in 10.2 the other TTSIS indices of these experiments are summa-
rized.
Results corresponding to experiments in the L35b with mixtures containing fresh
food product are not presented neither in the figures nor the tables since they ex-
hibited Full Bottom segregation independently of air superficial velocity, product
volume fraction, or food particle shape.
As it can be seen in Figure 10.1(a), for dried carrot discs (CAa/CAb cases) and
dried potato slabs (POd cases) the segregation level increases with air superficial
velocity until a peak is reached (which can be assumed between 1.7 and ≈ 2.4
umfA, depending on food material), and then it reduces to relatively low values
at 2.6 umfA. Similarly, in Figure 10.1(b) carrot (CAa) cases show the maximum
segregation level at 1.7 umfA (CAa0170) independently of product concentration.
Nevertheless, lyophilized peas (PEa cases) present a completely different behaviour;
for these kind of binary mixtures the segregation level is reduced almost linearly as
air velocity augments.
About partially lyophilized peas, they have to be maintained in frozen state in
order to conserve their structure. This fact makes this material difficult to han-
dle. Anyway, two experimental points were acquired, and it was observed that very
high segregation levels where obtained for these experiments. Although the segrega-
tion level was reduced with increasing air velocity, it was considered better to stop
experimentation with this material, as mixing would not improve significantly.
Besides, it is interesting to remark that segregation levels obtained using binary
mixtures containing potato slabs (POd) are considerably greater than values ob-
tained employing mixtures with carrot discs (CAa/CAb), and values presented by
mixtures containing peas (PEa/PEc) are notably lower than the other two binary
mixtures. Therefore, since the difference in shape factor between carrot discs and
peas is about 30 %, and between potato slabs and peas is about 50 %, it can be said
that product sphericity plays a very important role on the mixing of these kind of
binary mixtures. What is more interesting to note is that, in experiments carried
out using POd, holey potato particles were found in the bed bottom (Figure 10.3),
meaning that they descended but they could not ascend again due their planar and
wide shape. Consequently, potato pieces hit over the bed distributor screw causing
their perforation.
Concerning to segregation profiles, as it can be seen in Tables 10.2 and 10.3, in
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general experiments at low and middle velocities (1.5-1.9 umfA) exhibited interme-
diate cases of Bottom segregation type (Bottom, Bottom Central, Central Bottom,
and V-Bottom). At high velocity (2.6 umfA) nearly Uniform profiles were obtained.
In some cases at high velocity according to the classification criteria for segrega-
tion type, they are not uniform. However, not only the segregation type should
be taken into account for evaluating the mixing, but also the segregation level: de-
spite the segregation profile was not Uniform type, if the segregation level is low
(approximately 0.15 or less), the result can be considered uniform to some extent.
As mixtures containing partially lyophilized peas (PEb) concerns, a predominant
Bottom segregation and great segregation levels were found. Anyway, air velocity
affects this last variable in the same way that in the other cases, reducing it.
Another experiment series where velocity effect was also highlighted was in
lyophilized potato slabs (POa) overcoming an induced Top segregation at high air
superficial velocity. For these cases, the effect of product weight fraction on segre-
gation is similar to CAa cases.
Regarding to the effect of fluidization time, in Figure 10.2(a) it can be noted that
as the time goes on the segregation profile changes from Central Top to Bottom at
1.5 umfA, and from Central Bottom to Bottom Central at 1.7 umfA, whereas at 2.6
umfA the segregation type is Uniform independently of elapsed time. Considering
the TTSIS of tracer particles in the figure, at 1.5 umfA it can be observed that
particles initially in bed bottom remained there, while food particles initially in
the bed upper third moved toward bed bottom. A similar but less pronounced
situation can be noted for cases at 1.7 umfA. On the contrary, tracer particles at 2.6
umfA are distributed more uniformly. Thus, two main conclusions can be drawn:
first, product particles displacement toward bed bottom prevails at low velocities,
and second, the peaks observed in the segregation level at intermediate velocities
discussed in previous paragraphs may be only transient situations, prevailing the
Bottom segregation trend if fluidization time is increased.
For example, in case CAb0190R20t20 (Table 10.5) it can be seen that while the
most part of the bottom tracers remained in the bed bottom, a great part of the top
tracers descended to the bed middle and bottom thirds. A more pronounced situa-
tion can be noted for POd0150R20t20 and POd0170R20t20 cases, where practically
all the bottom tracer remained in the bed bottom, and the greatest part of the top
tracer particles were found in the lowest third of the bed.
On the other hand, a different distribution of the tracer particles can be observed
for PEc cases being more uniformly distributed than tracers of CAb and POd. That
would mean that the V-type of segregation profiles presented by mixtures containing
this material might be also a transient stage. Thus, it might be asseverated that
they may evolve to Uniform profiles as time goes on.
Unlike other cases where a binary mixture is fluidized in a bubbling fluidized
bed and bubbles are the main mixing agent, in channelling fluidized bed the mixing
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might be attributed to the shaking of the bed, and channels generation and collapse.
Thus, three main types of product particle movement mechanisms can be individ-
uated: passive transport (downward), active transport (upward), and movement
blocking. Moreover, the presence and frequency of these mechanisms depends upon
air superficial velocity, and they often occur simultaneously in different parts of the
bed.
In passive transport, adsorbent material below food particles is dragged by air
through channel orifices and deposited on bed surface. Consequently, a downward
direction motion of foodstuff takes place as a result of the collapse of the generated
void under it. On the opposite, a food particle is actively transported when it is
dragged by air and other bran particles through the channels in upward direction.
Additionally, as a result of interaction between adsorbent particles, two main
effects causing particle blocking may be identified: floor effect and roof effect. The
former is caused by agglomerates of embedded bran particles or more compacted
zones avoiding the fall of product particles. The compaction level decreases aug-
menting air superficial velocity mainly because of a greater motion in the fluidized
bed. The latter blocking effect occurs when the path of a food particle is obstructed
due to the collapse of a channel wall.
At high velocities (2.3-2.6 umfA, 0.39-0.44 m/s) pressure release takes place
through only one channel of large diameter and bran is thrown high with each ex-
plosion, reaching fountain heights of about twice the bed height (as it was presented
in Figure 9.2). The Channel Generation and Collapse Cycle repeats at elevated
frequencies, and food particles are actively transported by air and moving bran
particles. At the same time, due to bed agitation floor effect is practically absent
allowing passive transport during channels collapse. Consequently, the lyophilized
material uniformly distributes along the bed.
Since at middle velocities (1.7-1.9 umfA, 0.29-0.32 m/s) about 80 % of bran par-
ticle population is experiencing an air superficial velocity greater than its minimum
fluidization velocity, the number of channels often increases after a burst by split-
ting the original one. Though, air velocity inside them seems to be not enough
for continuously dragging food material. Furthermore, due to the vibration of bran
particles the floor effect is quite reduced and food particles sink. Moreover, during
the second stage of the cycle, pressure has been completely released and the num-
ber of channels reduces due to collapse of their walls and material depositing over
them. Thus, even if a channel were generated at bed bottom, food particles could
not ascend due to roof effect. In particular, as it was previously said, in POd cases
perforated potato particles were found in the bed bottom. More specifically, case
POd0170R40 presented the maximum quantity of damaged food particles (about 44
%) among all experiments using POd. From its segregation profile (TTSIS) and the
distribution of the tracer particles, a foodstuff displacement toward bed bottom is
observed. Furthermore, perforated particles in the bed bottom prove that there is
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a considerable agitation in this part of the bed, but due to roof effects they can not
ascend. Therefore, they are damaged hitting with the distributor screw.
At low velocity (1.5 umfA, 0.25 m/s) one or two small diameter channels are
detected. A completely absence of channels in the second stage of the Channel Gen-
eration and Collapse Cycle is also possible. As a consequence of this practically lack
of shaking, floor and roof effects are notably high avoiding food particles sinking
and eventual ascendant movements. Therefore, passive transport prevails causing
the foodstuff movement towards bed bottom. Furthermore, the effect of particle
shape and size is highlighted at low air superficial velocity. In fact, wide and planar
shaped particles (like POd) descend by passive transport, but they can not ascend
again in part because of roof effect, and in part due to the fact that particles are
not able to enter in channels of small diameter. On the other hand, discs or spher-
ical particles can be eventually actively transported when a channel is generated.
Anyway, as it was demonstrated in experiments with 40 minutes of fluidization time
(t40 cases), the downward movement prevails as time goes on.
With regard to the effect of food volumetric fraction, no general regular pattern
can be observed for all the analysed cases. In CAa and POa, a decrement of the seg-
regation level is manifested with increasing food product volumetric fraction, while
in PEa that parameter increases with food material concentration. At high velocity
a possible explanation might be formulated taking into account the number of "weak
zones" induced by the bigger solid and its shape. In the case of discs, for example,
augmenting foodstuff concentration the number of "weak zones" increases resulting
in a greater number of channels. In addition, the planar shape and relatively small
size might lead to a lower compaction of the material, and thus, passive transport
globally compensates active transport resulting in an uniform mixing. On the op-
posite, spherical particles are actively transported easier than planar ones causing
lower segregation levels than discs (as shown in Figure 10.1(b)). Then, the greater
concentration, the bigger number of "weak zones", and more quantity of foodstuff
particles are actively transported inside the channels.
Finally, Figure 10.2(b) shows a comparison between the L35b (fluidized bed) and
the L20spjet (spout-fluid bed). It can be noted that whereas in the L35b the binary
mixture is completely segregated for fresh product, the segregation level obtained
in experiments performed in the L20spjet are considerably low (below 0.15) for all
tested food materials. Moreover, TTSIS results of experiments carried out in the
L20spjet (Table 10.4) exhibit a quite uniform distribution. Furthermore, in Table
10.5 it is possible to see that in L20spjet experiments tracer particles (both initially
bottom and initially top tracers) exhibit uniform distributions in all the considered
cases. These results mean that food material is continuously distributed all along
the bed during the fluidization.
From the point of view of the previously mentioned transport mechanisms, the
outcomes of experiments in the spout-fluid bed can be explained as follows. In
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the L20spjet only a central channel generated by the bed main injector is present,
and its walls are constituted by compacted bran deposited by the fountain. Thus,
food particles and adsorbent are transported actively in the central channel to bed
surface, and passively in downward direction by bran in the annulus. Lateral air in-
jectors avoid product concentration in bed bottom pushing it to the central channel,
allowing an accurate mixing of the binary mixture.
Table 10.2: Results in terms of TTSIS for segregation experiments in the L35b
and 20 minutes of fluidization time.
Experiment pI pM pS ℵ2 Segregation type
POd0260R40t20 0.335 0.186 0.479 0.293 VT V-Top
POd0170R40t20 0.899 0.101 0.000 0.899 B Bottom
POd0150R40t20 0.724 0.221 0.055 0.668 B Bottom
POa0170R80t10 0.185 0.180 0.635 0.455 T Top
POa0170R40t10 0.253 0.371 0.375 0.122 TC Top Central
POa0150R80t10 0.000 0.011 0.989 0.989 FT Full Top
POa0150R40t10 0.000 0.118 0.882 0.882 T Top
PEb0260R20t20 0.715 0.155 0.129 0.586 B Bottom
PEb0170R80t20 0.758 0.202 0.040 0.717 B Bottom
PEa0260R80t20 0.322 0.339 0.339 0.017 U Uniform
PEa0260R20t20 0.273 0.354 0.372 0.099 TC Top Central
PEc0230R20t20 0.399 0.274 0.328 0.125 VB V-Bottom
PEc0190R20t20 0.411 0.255 0.334 0.156 VB V-Bottom
PEa0150R80t20 0.240 0.371 0.389 0.149 TC Top Central
PEa0150R20t20 0.274 0.436 0.291 0.162 CT Central Top
CAa0260R80t20 0.242 0.351 0.407 0.165 TC Top Central
CAa0260R40t20 0.292 0.336 0.372 0.080 TC Top Central
CAa0260R20t20 0.305 0.357 0.338 0.053 U Uniform
CAb0190R20t20 0.544 0.265 0.191 0.354 BC Bottom Central
CAa0170R80t20 0.612 0.289 0.099 0.513 B Bottom
CAa0170R40t20 0.567 0.272 0.161 0.407 B Bottom
CAa0170R20t20 0.299 0.475 0.226 0.249 CB Central Bottom
CAa0150R80t20 0.091 0.496 0.413 0.405 CT Central Top
CAa0150R40t20 0.206 0.377 0.417 0.212 TC Top Central
CAa0150R20t20 0.240 0.430 0.330 0.190 CT Central Top
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Table 10.3: Results in terms of TTSIS for segregation experiments in the L35b
and 40 minutes of fluidization time.
Experiment pI pM pS ℵ2 Segregation type
CAb0150R20t40 0.682 0.228 0.090 0.591 B Bottom
CAb0170R20t40 0.521 0.331 0.147 0.374 BC Bottom Central
CAb0260R20t40 0.313 0.340 0.346 0.033 U Uniform
Table 10.4: Results in terms of TTSIS for segregation experiments in the
L20spjet and 20 minutes of fluidization time.
Experiment pI pM pS ℵ2 Segregation type
PEcv1R20L20spjet 0.265 0.330 0.405 0.140 TC Top Central
PEfv1R20L20spjet 0.292 0.373 0.334 0.081 CT Central Top
CAdv1R20L20spjet 0.272 0.339 0.389 0.117 TC Top Central
CAbv1R20L20spjet 0.403 0.298 0.299 0.105 VB V-Bottom
Table 10.5: Results in terms of TTSIS of tracer particles of segregation exper-
iments presented in Tables 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4.
Experiment Bottom tracers Top tracers
pIB pMB pSB pIT pMT pST
CAb0190R20t20 0.822 0.072 0.106 0.221 0.464 0.315
POd0150R40t20 0.838 0.157 0.005
POd0170R40t20 0.937 0.063 0.000 0.829 0.171 0.000
POd0260R40t20 0.402 0.176 0.422 0.079 0.209 0.712
PEc0190R20t20 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.393 0.324 0.283
PEc0230R20t20 0.518 0.204 0.278 0.240 0.292 0.467
CAb0150R20t40 0.950 0.050 0.000 0.609 0.238 0.152
CAb0170R20t40 0.852 0.074 0.074 0.448 0.320 0.232
CAb0260R20t40 0.488 0.315 0.196 0.118 0.444 0.438
PEcv1R20L20spjet 0.326 0.268 0.407 0.211 0.347 0.442
PEfv1R20L20spjet 0.339 0.393 0.268 0.263 0.362 0.375
CAdv1R20L20spjet 0.267 0.327 0.407 0.323 0.359 0.319
CAbv1R20L20spjet 0.564 0.228 0.208 0.309 0.311 0.379
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Figure 10.1: Effects of air superficial velocity and concentration on segregation
in the L35b fluidized bed. 122
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minutes of fluidization time. Concentration: R20. Air su-
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Figure 10.2: Fluidization time and performance of two different beds.
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Figure 10.3: Holey potato pieces found in bed bottom.
Discussion from the point of view of drag forces
Due to adsorbent characteristics, its particular behaviour for fluidization exhibiting
a channel generation and collapse cycle, the segregation phenomena cannot be de-
scribed at global level by means of a simple force or momentum balance around all
the fluidized bed, but a general equation for a single food particle might be formu-
lated. In this equation, the following forces are present:
- Particle weight, due to gravity (ρP g).
- Buoyancy force (ρai g).
- Drag force (FD), subdivided in air-FoodProduct drag forces and adsorbent-FoodProduct
drag forces (or interaction forces).
- Floor Effect forces whose effect would be similar to the normal force on a surface.
- Hydrostatic pressure of the bed above the particle.
The last three forces are time dependent varying according to what is happening
in the surroundings, that is, they depend on the phase of the Channels Generation
and Collapse Cycle, air velocity and bran particles moving around the food particle,
the depositing adsorbent above, the loosing bran below, etc. From the forces balance
of a product particle it can be determined its acceleration and velocity, and from
the mean velocity among all product particles the segregation trend can be known.
Thus, a general equation for the food particle can be proposed as follows:
ρP
d−→u
dt
= ρP−→g + ρai−→g +−→F D,ai−P +−→F D,A−P +−→NfFE + aPa∆hρS−→g (10.1)
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if −→N = −ρP−→g is the normal force and fFE is an “effective surface” factor, the
axial components of the preceding equation are:
ρP
duz
dt
=
A  
FD,ai−P + FD,A−P + ρPgfFE + ρaig−
B  
(ρP + aPaρs∆h)g (10.2)
Therefore, if terms grouped in A are greater than those grouped in B, the food
particle will tend to float. Otherwise, it will tend to sink.
10.3 CFD simulations
Figure 10.4 shows the results of CFD simulation of case CAa0260R20, evidencing
that neither channels nor its derived effects can be simulated without a specific model
for cohesive solids. However, preferential paths for solids circulation can be observed.
Moreover, at 2.6 umfA TTSIS from simulated results is [0.34 0.32 0.35]0.03 which is
quite similar to experimental results. Nonetheless, at 1.5 umfA and 1.7 umfA TTSIS
are, respectively, [0.34 0.32 0.35]0.03 and [0.31 0.32 0.38]0.07, far from experimental
results. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that blocking effects derived
from the pseudo-cohesiveness of the solid are practically absent at high velocities,
whereas at lower velocities they should be contemplated by the model.
Figure 10.4: Contourplots of volumetric fraction of bran phase (left) and carrot
phase (right), simulated case: CAa0260R20
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10.4 Summary
Despite some disadvantages, TTSIS was found the best tool for quantifying the seg-
regation phenomenon and classifying the segregation patterns. This set of indexes
also minimizes possible experimental errors or the discrepancies caused by apply-
ing different experimental procedures. Moreover, it allows the comparison between
results obtained utilizing different experimental apparatus. In contrast, M and "s"
indexes demonstrated to be affected when experimental procedure is varied although
the same segregation case is analysed.
As it was expected from the theory, it was evidenced that, even for a binary
mixture composed by a pseudo-cohesive powder and a solid whose particles are
considerably greater than the powder ones, the air superficial velocity plays a very
important role in mixing. Particularly, at high air flows (2.6 umfA for the anal-
ysed cases) uniform distribution of the material of interest are reached when dried
foodstuff is used. Nonetheless, product density plays a fundamental role, since dis-
uniform segregation profiles were obtained when fresh or partially lyophilized food
material was used.
Similarly to the segregation mechanisms described by Rowe et al. (1972b) for
bubbling fluidized beds, two food particle transport mechanisms (passive and active)
and two movement blocking effects (floor and roof effects) were proposed. This,
together with the Channel Generation and Collapse Cycle described in Chapter 9,
permitted to explain the segregation phenomenon in channelling fluidized beds and
the mixing process in spout-fluid beds (jet-spouted beds).
Uniform mixing profiles were reached in the spout-fluid bed with a good circula-
tion of the food particles along the bed during the fluidization. These results shown
to be independent of the product density. Thus, this kind of bed should be used if
an uniform mixing between adsorbent and food product is desired.
Regarding to CFD simulations, relatively reasonable results were obtained from
the hydrodynamic point of view only at high air superficial velocity. However,
specific models for cohesive or pseudo-cohesive powders are required if an accurate
simulation of this kind of solids or binary mixtures integrated by them is intended.
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Part IV
General conclusions
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Chapter 11
Conlusions
Considering the potential use of non-food wheat bran as adsorbent in the AFD
LIAM process, its properties were determined, such as minimum fluidization veloc-
ity, population size distribution, or equivalent diameters. Moreover, various food
materials were characterized, determining their densities (before and after drying),
equivalent diameters, etc. In addition, the fluidization behaviour of the adsorbent
was evaluated, classifying it as pseudo-cohesive, and conceptually described in the
Channels Generation and Collapse General Cycle.
Fluidization of binary mixtures wheat bran-food materials was studied from
the point of view of their segregation. For this scope, a new segregation index,
the TTSIS, was proposed, allowing the comparison of several binary mixtures under
different experimental conditions, and using two experimental apparatus (a fluidized
bed, and a spout-fluid bed).
From the results of the experiments mentioned in the previous paragraph, emerged
that the fresh product completely segregates toward the bed bottom in fluidized bed
when mixtures containing food material without drying were used. Thus, a good
contact between the material to be dried and the adsorbent (desirable for utilizing
the adsorption heat for ice sublimation) would be not possible for AFD LIAM in
fluidized bed applications.
In contrast with the results obtained during the present work, in many cases re-
ported in literature where AFD by immersion in an adsorbent medium in fluidized
bed was studied, no segregation was mentioned. However, it should be remarked
that in these cases no cohesive solids were generally used as adsorbent, small flu-
idized beds were employed, and food product was cut in very small pieces when, for
example, potato or carrot were utilized.
Using a spout-fluid bed maintains a very good mixing even if disc food particles
are used. Thus, beside the already known applications of this kind of beds for
catalytic processes, its utilization for AFD LIAM seems to be an interesting and
novel option for this process.
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Concerning to CFD simulation, from the grid refinement the maximum cell and
time step sizes were established for simulations of air fluidized bed of a powder, and
a rule of thumb relating these properties was determined for further simulations.
Additionally, the Gidaspow correlation was found as the optimum model for drag
coefficient calculation in systems containing a solid phase and a gaseous phase, and
the Gunn’s correlation was found accurate for heat exchange. Nevertheless, CFD
simulation might be performed only for non-cohesive powders since the simulation
of pseudo-cohesive materials fluidization is currently limited because of the lack of
hydrodynamic models for this kind of solids.
Another apparent limitation of the CFD simulation is its large computational
times, due to the fine grids and time steps required. Thus, long time periods in the
order of months may be required for a reasonable simulation of the entire process.
However, this situation can be solved by multi-grid or multi-scale simulations com-
bining the CFD results with other models, which consider, for example, the heat
and mass exchange of a single food particle.
As future work mainly remains the complete CFD simulation of the Atmospheric
Freeze Drying by immersion in an adsorbent medium, in a fluidized bed and in a
spout-fluid bed. For accomplishing this scope, intermediate stages of simulation
should be passed such as trying to CFD simulate of known cases of AFD LIAM FB
(for example, Di Matteo (2002)), and a multi-grid or multi-scale simulation should
be considered. Also, from the experimental point of view, the freeze drying of food
using non-food wheat bran as adsorbent in the spout-fluid bed should be tried and
compared with other AFD techniques.
A possibility for CFD modelling and simulating the process may be by means of
the following steps:
I. Considering cases from Di Matteo (2002) and using two solid phases (food
product and adsorbent), and one gaseous phase (air):
1. Considering the Eulerian-Eulerian approach, implement the URIF model
for the food product phase and the sorption isotherms for the adsorbent
phase. These implementations can be done by means of user customized
functions (UDF, for the case of ANSYS Fluent), and the mass and
heat exchange derived from the particle and adsorbent models might be
hooked into the solver as source terms.
2. Test the models with coarse simulations.
3. Investigate the possibility of using multi-grid simulation, applying a
fine grid for the velocity field and a coarser grid for the mass and heat
exchange simulations.
II. Modelling and simulation of a pseudo-cohesive solid.
1. Develop a mathematical model for simulating a pseudo-cohesive solid
(the approach may be similar to van Wachem and Sasic (2008)).
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2. After simulating the spout-fluid bed for known cases (non-cohesive ma-
terials), implement the model for pseudo-cohesive solids.
3. Combine the models developed in I. with the pseudo-cohesive model in
the spout-fluid bed.
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Nomenclature
Upper-case Roman
A area m2
Apu particle projected area on a plane normal to the motion direction m2
ArP Archimedes number of a sphere
ArV Archimedes number of a sphere having the same volume of a particle
CD drag coefficient for a particle in a suspension
CDs drag coefficient for a particle falling in an infinite fluid
Cw maximum water content kgw/kgs
Deff effective diffusivity m2 / s
Dw vapor diffusivity in the dry layer m2 /s
FD drag force N
FE buoyancy force of a fluid acting on a particle N
Fq accumulated mass of material of interest q from the bottom
GCI21 Grid Convergence Index between two grids [considered variable]
Hˆ specific enthalpy J/kg
L bed height m
M mixing index based on jetsam fractions defined in Section 3.5.1
Mi molar mass of phase i kg/mol
P pressure Pa
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Nomenclature
P⃗dis mass distribution vector -
Pw water partial pressure Pa
R universal gas constant J/(mol K)
Re Reynolds number. Subscripts explained in Section 4.2.2
Si source term in mass conservation equation kg/m3
SP particle surface m2
Vbeaker beaker volume m3
Vcell cell volume m3
VP particle volume m3
X moisture content in dry basis kgw/kgdry
X∗ moisture content in dry basis at the 7th hour kgw/kgdry
XJ jetsam fraction in upper part of the bed
Z moisture content %
Zeq equilibrium moisture content (at t =∞) %
Lower-case Roman
deq equivalent diameter for fluidization (EDF) m
dS diameter of a sphere having the same surface than the particle m
dSV Sauter’s diameter m
dV diameter of a sphere having the same volume than the particle m
es dry layer thickness m
f1, f2 value of the variable for the finer and the coarser grids [considered variable]
g gravity acceleration m/s2
hbed total bed height in settled state m
h⃗dis thickness distribution vector
hex external heat transfer coefficient W/(m2 K)
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Nomenclature
iˆ specific internal energy J/kg
k1, k2 coefficients of the viscous and energy term, respectively (equation 4.23)
kco solids bulk density variation factor
ks dry layer thermal conductivity W/(m K)
mA mass of adsorbent kg
mA+w mass of adsorbent and water kg
mij mass exchange between phases i and j kg/m3
mP mass of product kg
mP0,mP1 mass of product before and after lyophilization, respectively kg
mPw0 initial mass of water in the product kg
msi total mass of solids in layer i kg
msT total mass of solids in all the bed kg
nˇ unitary vector normal to a surface
n Richardson and Zaki exponent
nlyr number of layers #
nP number of particles per unit of total volume particles/m3
p in GCI estimation, formal order of accuracy of the algorithm -
pI Bottom Third Indicator, in TTSIS -
pM Middle Third Indicator, in TTSIS -
pS Top Third Indicator, in TTSIS -
r21 refinement factor between coarse and fine grid -
s segregation index defined in Section 3.5.1
usup fluid superficial velocity magnitude m/s
u⃗i phase i velocity m/s
ut magnitude of particle terminal velocity m/s
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Nomenclature
v⃗i phase i velocity m/s
ww water weight fraction -
x∗w remaining fraction of initial mass of water in product
Upper-case Greek
Γ generic diffusivity of property φ
∆hi layer i thickness m
∆Hˆsv latent heat of sublimation J/kg
∆P pressure drop Pa
∆v⃗ij slip velocity between phases i and j, ∆v⃗ij = v⃗i − v⃗j m/s
Φ component of total flow vector in the direction normal to a surface
Lower-case Greek
αA,max maximum packaging limit of adsorbent -
αi volumetric fraction of phase i -
βex external mass transfer coefficient m/s
γs safety factor in GCI -
µ fluid viscosity Pa.s
ρabs absolute density kg/m3
ρb bulk density kg/m3
ρi density of phase i kg/m3
ρPlyo ,ρPfresh density of lyophilized and fresh product, respectively kg/m3
φ generic transported fluid property
φML Mazzei and Lettieri’s drag force corrective factor
Others
ℵ2 segregation level -
Subscripts
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Nomenclature
A adsorbent -
ai air -
cc cell center
F face F of a control volume (CV)
f fluid property -
fr ice front
P food product -
p disperse phase (or particle when only a single particle is involved) -
sup superficial (used for defining Reynolds number using usup) -
T total -
Special operators
⟨ ⟩ volumetric mean
∥ ∥ vector modulus
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A.2 Theoretical test of segregation indexes: Com-
plete results
Table A.2: Mathematical test of segregation indexes. Results for cases where
only the number of vacuumed layers was varied.
Segr. type
nlyr M "s" index
TTSIS
imposed pI pM pS ℵ2
Full Top 2 2.00 -0.333 0.000 0.330 0.670 0.670
Full Top 6 2.50 -0.454 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 2.50 -0.473 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 100 2.50 -0.497 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Bottom 2 0.00 1.000 0.670 0.330 0.000 0.670
Full Bottom 6 0.00 5.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 0.00 9.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 100 0.00 99.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 0.50 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 10 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 100 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Pure V 6 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure V 10 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure V 100 1.25 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500
Pure Uniform 2 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 6 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 10 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 100 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
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Table A.3: Mathematical test of segregation indexes. Results varying the
number of layers and/or layers solids bulk density.
Segr. type
nlyr kco,max M "s" index
TTSIS
imposed pI pM pS ℵ2
Full Top 6 1.025 2.50 -0.453 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.025 2.51 -0.473 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 100 1.025 2.51 -0.497 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Bottom 6 1.025 0.00 5.011 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.025 0.00 9.010 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 100 1.025 0.00 99.008 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.025 0.50 0.002 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 10 1.025 0.00 0.001 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 100 1.025 0.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Pure Uniform 6 1.025 1.00 0.002 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 10 1.025 1.00 0.001 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 100 1.025 1.00 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 6 1.050 1.00 0.003 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 10 1.050 1.01 0.002 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Pure Uniform 100 1.050 1.01 0.000 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.000
Full Bottom 6 1.050 0.00 5.020 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.050 0.00 9.018 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 100 1.050 0.00 99.016 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
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Table A.4: Mathematical test of segregation indexes. Results varying layers
thickness, and/or number of layers, and/or layers solids bulk density.
Segr. type
nlyr kco.max
Varied layer M "s" index TTSISimposed and % pI pM pS ℵ2
Full Top 6 1.000 Top +40 2.50 -0.438 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 6 1.000 Central +40 2.50 -0.457 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 6 1.000 Bottom +40 2.50 -0.457 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.000 Top +40 2.50 -0.463 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.000 Central +40 2.50 -0.474 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Top 10 1.000 Bottom +40 2.50 -0.474 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Full Bottom 6 1.000 Top +40 0.00 5.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 6 1.000 Central +40 0.00 5.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 6 1.000 Bottom +40 0.00 3.571 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.000 Top +40 0.00 9.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.000 Central +40 0.00 9.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Bottom 10 1.000 Bottom +40 0.00 6.429 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.000 Top +40 0.20 0.067 0.070 0.930 0.000 0.930
Full Central 6 1.000 Central +40 0.70 -0.030 0.050 0.890 0.070 0.840
Full Central 6 1.000 Bottom +40 0.70 -0.058 0.000 0.930 0.070 0.930
Full Central 10 1.000 Top +40 0.00 0.040 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 10 1.000 Central +40 0.20 -0.018 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 10 1.000 Bottom +40 0.20 -0.037 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.000 Top -40 0.80 -0.066 0.000 0.870 0.130 0.870
Full Central 6 1.000 Central -40 0.30 0.037 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.000 Bottom -40 0.30 0.077 0.130 0.870 0.000 0.870
Full Central 6 1.025 Central -40 0.30 0.039 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
Full Central 6 1.025 Bottom -40 0.30 0.077 0.130 0.870 0.000 0.870
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A.3 Comparison between Mmixing index and TTSIS
for experimental cases
In Table A.5 are presented theM index calculated for the experimental cases exposed
in Chapter 10, recalling also their Segregation Levels (ℵ2) and segregation types from
their TTSIS results. In general terms, it can be seen that as ℵ2 increases, the value
ofM distances from the unity. Moreover, values greater than 1 forM index in cases
with top segregating tendency (FT, T, TC, and CT) can be noted. This situation
can be easily explained from the point of view of the index definition (Section 3.5.1):
it was defined assuming concentrations of the so-called jetsam in the bed top zones
lower than the overall jetsam concentration. In this case, since this mixing index
was used for measuring the mixing level of a particular component of interest (no
matter if it tends to float or sink), the foodstuff concentration in the bed upper
part is greater than the total concentration of product in all the bed for top-like
segregation patterns.
All these results of M index may lead to think that by comparing it with TTSIS
for experimental results, a correlation between both might be established and the
segregation profiles might be identified also with the M index. Nevertheless, beside
the cons found in the mathematical test of indexes (Section 10.1) for the M index
(such as it is not able for identifying V-Segregation profile), other inconsistencies can
be observed when the mixing of foodstuff and non-food wheat bran binary mixtures
are analyzed. For example, considering cases PEa0150R20t20 and CAb0260R20t40,
their segregation level and profiles are, respectively, 0.162-CT and 0.033-U, whereas
the M index values are 1.01 and 1.09. According with M index definition, the case
PEa0150R20t20 should be better mixed than case CAb0260R20t40, which is clearly
not true.
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Table A.5: M mixing index and resumed TTSIS (ℵ2 and segregation type).
M
TTSIS
ℵ2 Type
POd0260R40t20 1.32 0.293 VT
POd0170R40t20 0.02 0.899 B
POd0150R40t20 0.17 0.668 B
POa0170R80t10 1.72 0.455 T
POa0170R40t10 1.12 0.122 TC
POa0150R80t10 2.49 0.989 FT
POa0150R40t10 2.34 0.882 T
PEb0260R20t20 0.39 0.586 B
PEb0170R80t20 0.18 0.717 B
PEa0260R80t20 1.00 0.017 U
PEa0260R20t20 1.10 0.099 TC
PEc0230R20t20 0.96 0.125 VB
PEc0190R20t20 0.97 0.156 VB
PEa0150R80t20 1.21 0.149 TC
PEa0150R20t20 1.01 0.162 CT
CAa0260R80t20 1.21 0.165 TC
CAa0260R40t20 1.09 0.080 TC
CAa0260R20t20 1.02 0.053 U
CAb0190R20t20 0.63 0.354 BC
CAa0170R80t20 0.36 0.513 B
CAa0170R40t20 0.57 0.407 B
CAa0170R20t20 0.90 0.249 CB
CAa0150R80t20 1.36 0.405 CT
CAa0150R40t20 1.21 0.212 TC
CAa0150R20t20 1.12 0.190 CT
CAb0260R20t40 1.09 0.033 U
CAb0170R20t40 0.54 0.374 BC
CAb0150R20t40 0.34 0.591 B
PEcv1R20L20spjet 1.18 0.140 TC
PEfv1R20L20spjet 1.03 0.081 CT
CAdv1R20L20spjet 1.15 0.117 TC
CAbv1R20L20spjet 0.89 0.105 VB
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A.4 Pressure drop versus velocity simulated curves
The following figures represent the simulated results of pressure drop versus velocity
used for the estimation of the minimum fluidization velocity by means of simulation
(described in Section 6.3 and discussed in Chapter 7).
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Figure A.1: Simulated pressure drop versus velocity curves. (GP: Gidaspow’s
model, WY: Wen and Yu’s model, ML: Mazzei and Lettieri’s model). The
solid lines represent the maximum and minumum values reached.
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Figure A.2: Simulated pressure drop versus velocity curves. (GP: Gidaspow’s
model, WY: Wen and Yu’s model, ML: Mazzei and Lettieri’s model). The
solid lines represent the maximum and minumum values reached.
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